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ELECTRONIC MUSIC:

THE FINE ART OF VOLTAGE CONTROL

FILM SOUND TECHNIQUES
AROUND THE STUDIOS: HOLLICK & TAYLOR
UHER 4000L SERVICING ■ STUDIO DIRECTORY

Drop in
atop
studio
recorder

London made

Hollick and Taylor, Birmingham have stopped looking for a compact
eight-track with absolute modular construction, flexible sync routing
and designed with the operator in mind.
The new Leevers-Rich 8-track machine is also already making big
money in Basle, Brussels, Paris and Jo'burg.

EQUIPMENT LIMITED
A Member of the MCP Group

Nick Nichols at our London Office knows the scene. Ring him at 01-874 9054
Remember there are over 1200 Leevers-Rich professional J inch recorders installed in London alone
319 TRINITY ROAD • WANDSWORTH • LONDON SW18 • 01-874 9054 • CABLES LEEMAG LONDON SW18

Hampstead

highest

High

quality

Fidelity for the

microphones

STC MODEL 4038
The design patent for
this microphone is
held by the B.B.C.
and is made to their
demanding specification by STC.
3

Bi-directional substantially flat. From
30-15,000 Hz.

3

Impedance 30 OHMS.

3
J

STC MODEL 4104
BIDIRECTIONAL
Noise cancelling microphone
60 Hz-12 kHz.
Impedance: 30ft or 300ft.
Output: 70 dB ref. IV at
300 ft.
AKG K180 HEADPHONES
A new addition to the AKG
headphones range. Infinitely variable
auditory volume. Transmission
range 16-20 kHz. Maximum volume
at 1 kHz 125 dB. Weight: about
600 grams.
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STC MODEL 4113
Superb cardioid
microphone.
From 15-12,000 Hz.
Impedance 30 OHMS or
50,000 OHMS.
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We have In stock in addition to the above the full
range of AKG and STC Microphones, Stands,
Adaptors and Headphones.

L
D 224
AKG's top studio
dynamic microphone
employs two way
cardloid principle.
Frequency range
20-20 kHz-(-2dB.
Sensitivity—78 dB
referred Jto IV/
dyne/cm .

Hampstead High Fidelity
91 Heath St., Hampstead, London NW3 6SS
Tel. 01-435 0999 & 6377.

SCOPETRONICS
1151

TAPE

professional

RECORDER

AUDIO

Wow and Flutter; -<06% RMS @ 15 IPS 14% 7.5 IPS.
Deck hinged at rear for easy access inside cabinet.
Illuminated push button control'.
Variable speed spooling.
Full remote control facility.
Wrap round fall safe brakes.
Fader can stop and start mechanism.
Rewind time 2400ft. 75 seconds.
Electronic delay circuit.
Speed consistency better than 2%
One piece spool retainers
Light beam auto stop
Plug In head bridge
NAB 10i" spools.
Time counter.
3 motors.

radio
microphone
systems

as used in
leading
film and TV
studios, in
theatres,
places of
public
assembly, etc.
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Of the range dciigncd ard made by ^udio Limited,
Receiver RMS 7 with Transmitter ^U.I8 fird particular favour where total concealment and maximum
freedom of movement arc essential. AUDIO
TRANSMITTER AU.I8 has a frequency from ICCMHz
to l7SMHz, crystal controlled, with an audio
response from 3CHz to ISKHz i2dB overall
from transmitter to receiver output.
Distortion at maximum mcdulation is appreciably less
than 1%. Suitable for moving coil or ribbon
microphones, effective audio ccm.fresiicn is inccrfcrated to avoid overall diitcnicn. The unit mea:urcs
approximately 4J" x 2i" x J" cxcltdirg plugs; a free
hanging length of wire serves for aerial.
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Sensitivity 45 MV for tape modulation of 40 MM per millimetre Line'Out'600 Ohms floating. Delivers + 8dB across
600 Ohms at maximum level. Up to 16dBm with less than
0.3% distortion
Level control calibrated in IdB steps -3dB to +7dB
OdB equals -fSdB out
Frequency response 15 IPS 30 HZ to 15,000 KHZ ± IdB
7.6 IPS 30 HZ to 12,000 KHZ ± IdB
Pre-fade listen and line 'in' line 'out' comparison
Line 'in' impedance 50,000 Ohms floating
Overall noise level - record gain at minimum, tape
running In record mode=54dB
Built in monitor amplifier and loudspeaker
Pre-set playback gain sets maximum fader output
Offset control (stereo models only) In 4dB steps
Stabilised power supply
100 KHZ crystal oscillator
Plug in modules
mono or stereo
The design of the operating panel is flexible.

audio RMS 7 receiver
(t unuBually compicc ind •fBciBiH. Th« plug-In ffoxibU
"whip" ■•rlil provided Mrvei far uie Indoors and out.
Signal, tuning and bauary Indicating matara arc incorporacad. Excluding plugs, tha alagantly satin chroma finbhad
caaa maaauras approximaialy 7i' x 3*' x I*. Tha Audio
Units faacurad hera ara particularly popular with profaaaional usara and ara availabla for prompt dalivary. High
standards of mamifactura and parformanca maka tha
AU.I8 and RMS 7 vary compachhraly prkad and can ba
raflad on under die aavaraat oparadng conditions. Other
syatama from £1 IS complata ara also availabla. DaacriptWa
lltaracura on raquaat.

Referring to the editorial leader In the February Issue
of this magazine, we feel that the 1151 more than
fulfils the desirable features the editor feels Is lacking
In British recorders

Audio Limited radio microphona syatama conform strictly to Post Office
broadcasting ragulacions and can ba raadily adaptad to thosa of othar
authoritias if nacaaaary. A Post Office licence is required to operate in the
U.K. Audio Limited will ba pleased to advise, damonacrata and quota on
request.

ILm
CROWN WORKS. CHURCH ROAD. KINGSTON UPON THAMES.
01-546 1275

audio limited
45 PENTCNVILLE ROAD. LONDON. N.I.
Tel. 01-278-1020

01*546 4135
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VCS3
Designed for the exacting standards of
electronic music, the VCS 3 is also ideal for
a general purpose audio test instrument and for
teaching and demonstrating all aspects of
sound phenomena Why pay for elaborate
and expensive laboratory instruments when for
only £330 you can make any audio signal from
pulse trains to sine waves, and process it from
filtering to modulation or reverberation.
Everything is voltage controlled, with extremely
good signal to noise ratio and high stability.
There are three multiwaveform oscillators
(.05 Hz - 20 KHz) single sweep of 1000 : 1,
three filters, a ring modulator, noise generator,
scope output and trigger input, a joystick control
for any two parameters, cordless pin patching,
and many more facilities.
No studio musician, whether technician,
teacher, composer, performer or engineer,
can afford to be without this amazing instrument,
with its tremendous variety of sound effects,
and which is a direct spin-off from the most
advanced computerised music studio in the world.

Write or phone for details and free brochure to :
ELECTRONIC MUSIC STUDIOS (London) LTD
49 DEODAR ROAD
LONDON S.W.15
Telephone: 01-874 2363

Vortexion

This is a high fidelity amplifier (0.3%
intermodulation distortion) using the
circuit of our 100% reliable 100 Watt
Amplifier (no failures to date) with its
elaborate protection against short and
overload, etc. To this is allied our
latest development of F.E.T. Mixer
amplifier, again fully protected against
overload and completely free from
radio breakthrough. The mixer is
arranged for 2-30/60 n balanced line
microphones, 1-HiZ gram input and 1auxiliary input followed by bass and
treble controls. 100 volt balanced line
output or 5/15 o and 100 volt line.

THE VORTEXION 50/73 WATT ALL SILICON AMPLIFIER
WITH BUILT-IN 4.WAY MIXER USING F.E.T.s.
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100 WATT ALL SILICON AMPLIFIER. A high quality amplifier with 8 ohms-15 ohms or 100 volt line output
for A.C. mains. Protection is given for short and open circuit output over driving and over temperature. Input 0.4 V on
100K ohms.
THE 100 WATT MIXER AMPLIFIER with specification as above is here combined with a 4-channel F.E.T.
mixer, 2-30/60 n balanced microphone inputs, 1-HiZ gram input and 1-auxiliary input with tone controls and mounted
in a standard robust stove-enamelled steel case. A stabilised voltage supply feeds the tone controls and pre amps, compensating for a mains voltage drop of over 25 %, and the output transistor biasing compensates for a wide range of voltage
and temperature. Also available in rack panel form.
200 WATT AMPLIFIER. Can deliver its full audio power at any frequency in the range of 30 c/s-20 Kc/s ±1 dB,
less than 0.2% distortion at 1 Kc/s. Can be used to drive mechanical devices for which power is over 120 watt on continuous
sine wave. Input 1 mW 600 ohms. Output 100-120 V or 200-240 V. Additional matching transformers for other impedances
are available.
CP50 AMPLIFIER. An all silicon transistor 50 watt amplifier for mains and 12 volt battery operation, charging^its
own battery and automatically going to battery if mains fail. Protected inputs and overload and short circuit protected
outputs for 8 ohms-15 ohms and 100 volt line. Bass and treble controls fitted.
Models available with I gram and 2 low mic. inputs, 1 gram and 3 low mic. inputs or 4 low mic. inputs.
20/30 WATT MIXER AMPLIFIER. High fidelity all silicon model with F.E.T. input stages to reduce intermodulation distortion to a fraction of normal transistor input circuits. The response is level 20 to 20,000 cps within 2 dB and over
30 times damping factor. At 20 watts output there is less than 0.2% intermodulation even over the microphone stage at
full gain with the treble and bass controls set level. Standard model I-low mic. balanced and 1-auxiliary input.
ELECTRONIC MIXERS. Various types of mixers available. 2-channel with accuracy within 1 dB Peak Programme
Meter. 4-6-8-10 and I2-way mixers. Twin 2, 3, 4 and 5 channel stereo. Built-in screened supplies. Balanced line mic. input.
Outputs: 0.5 V at 20K or alternative 1 mW at 600 ohms, balanced, unbalanced or floating.

VORTEXION LIMITED, 257-263 The Broadway, Wimbledon, S.W.I9
Telephone: 01-542 2814 and 01-542 6242/3/4

Telegrams: "Vortexion, London S.W.I9"
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Just add sound
A simple statement, but to the many professional audio engineers
using EMITAPE it means flawless recording. EMITAPE provides the
qualities of low modulation noise, good dynamic range and
signal-to-print ratio so essential in professional sound.
Of course you don't have to be a professional to appreciate EMITAPE
quality: it is inherent in all types of EMITAPE in reel and cassette.
Try it for your next recording, and hear the difference.
not just any tape EMimiMS
EMI Tape Limited ■ Hayes • Middlesex ■ England • Telephone: 01-573 3888
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"Studio 80" amplifier
POWER OUTPUT:
POWER BANDWIDTH:
FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
TOTAL DISTORTION:
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO:
POWER SUPPLY;
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Max SOW into 8 ohm.
5 Hz to 35 KHz at 80 W.
- 5dB 20 Hzt0 20I<H2'
Less than 0.05 at 1 KHz.
Better than-95 dB below maximum output.
100/120-200/250 A/C 50-60 Hz.

i

POWMV.
'■EQJIKCY
5 (Bo LOAD)
20K MX Hi
—/

The "Studio 80" Power Amplifier has been produced to high performance standards for Studio and Laboratory applications.
Its proven characteristics puts it in a class beyond anything yet
available in power, performance, and price, and is the ultimate in
economic functional engineering design-Write for full details of
guaranteed performance specification.
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AUDIX B.B.LIMITED
STANSTED ESSEX
Tel STANSTED 3132/3437
(STO 027-9711

DEVELOPMENTS
A PORTABLE MIXING CONSOLE
BUILT ON THE MODULAR SYSTEM

SPECIFICATION i
INPUTS:
12 Input channnl* nnch liavinj 400 ohm
Micro phont Input.twltdird UMnuttorurf
I OK ohm lino Input. 2 ocho rocurn dunnolt.
EQUALISATION All Input choimolt hovo BoxonOall H.P. ond
L.E. coo troll. HI «nd LO put flltort. —4
proMncolKtolupio lOdB.u: 150,200and
400 Hi. 2. 3, S and ( fcH>.
CAINS
MaoliM (tin ol unit In ttaadard form
00 dB.
Mlcrophona input unit with all apualltan
NOISE:
aat flat, battar than -125 di.
OUTPUT tM
DISTORTION; Maximum output +20 dBm. DJatortlor
0.05%
MONITORING; Built in 20w. par channal atarao ampliflan.
4 PPMa and PPM (or acho land.
COMPRESSOR/
UMITERS;
4 Corapraaaor limltar ampllRcn providad,
may ba Inaortad In any (roup or channal.
400 ohm Balancad
OUTPUTS:
4 Group*
400 ohm Balancad
2 Echo sand
2 Fold-back
400 ohm Unbalanoad
2 Monitor Sptahara
> or Is ohm
I Talk backtSpaakar
Spaaltar
S or IS ohm
PAOERS:
All (adara ara Panay A Giki alida typa.
TALK-SACK:
Bailtdn mlcrophona and talk-bath amplihar.
ROUTING I
By unlpoa matrix tyatam.

-1
m
PRICES AND DETAILS ON REQUEST TO

AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS, HALL LANE, WALSALL WOOD, STAFFS.
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BROWNHILLS
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The 1720L is the kind of stereo
tape recorder you can feel
completely confident about.
What's wrong with other
company's tape recorders ?
It's not what's wrong with
other tape recorders. What
matters is that there is so
very much more that is right

with all AKAI instruments,
including the compact, leather
cabinet, durably constructed
1720L. This 4-lrack stereo/
monaural recording and playback system with 3 speeds
0%, 3%, 7)< ips —15 ips
optional) is minute-by-mi.nule,
hour-by-hour,
year-by-year

dependable. That's why you
can be supremely confident
with this and all AKAI models.
Audio & Video
AKAI
AKAI ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Ohta-ku, Tokyo. Japan

Rank Aldis-Audio Products, Rank Audio Visual Ltd.: P.O. Box 70, Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex Tel:,01 568-9222
153

POWER AMPLIFIER
SOLID STATE
100 waits Type 744
50 watts Type 743

ANNOUNCEMENT
by
CjrampianJ

The first of a special range of equipments with
built-in USER VALUE. Engineered to the
highest technical specification and setting a
new standard for the reliability requirements of
professional and rental use. An Amplifier of
great distinction, to set a standard by which
others will be judged.

100 watts continuous R.M.S. 4 hour I.E.C. Test.
A new technique of assembly using flexible printed
wiring, interchangeable modules, and providing
access from the front.
The most complete protection systems available.
Die cast machined front panel heatsink. No separation needed for stacking on racks. No ventilation
problems.

For its complete specification to I.E.G. 268-3
and for information on other amplifiers, microphones, studio equipment and loudspeakers
write to us,at . ..

^
^ GRAMPIAN REPRODUCERS LIMITED
Grampian j Hanworth Trading Estate, Feltham, Middlesex.
SOUND EQUIPMENT

Telephone: 01-894 9141.

LEVEL

CONTROL

EQUIPMENT

Superb Performance—moderate cost

7 700-M
CompressorLi miter

9

S

G

The new F700 Compressor provides a range of compression
slopes from less than 2:1 to greater than 25:1; switched attack
control for special effects; switched release control from
2SmS. The threshold level is switched with compression slope
to provide a constant level of output for l7dB reduction. Normal
output level (unattenuated) -(-8dBm. Noise better than -75dB
below Limit level Distortion: 0.1% for 25dB reduction.

JACKFIELDS AND
ACCESSORIES
XLR COMPATIBLE

U IN-LINE ATTENUATORS

also available
F600 Limiter/Compressor and E800 Equaliser

HIRSCHMANN4mm Banana Plugs, Sockets and
Accessories

Audio & Design (Recording) Ltd
10 Lower Rd.t Cookham Rise, Maidenhead, Berks.
Tel: Bourne End 22231 (STD..6285-22231)

FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS LTD.
38 HEREFORD ROAD, LONDON, W.2.
01-229 9111
154

Another revolutionary recorder
has been developed byAKAI. It's
the world's first stereo cassette
recorder capable of automatic
continuous reverse recording/
playback! This CS-50 Stereo
Cassette Recorder incorporates
AKAI's unique "INVERT-OMATIC" mechanism which

makes this possible. Almost unbelievable in the cassette field.Yet,
it's true. Of course, manual reverse
is also possible. Up to two full
hours of hi-fi stereo recordings
can be made. Sound quality is
superb. Frequency response of
30 to I6,000Hz at IJijips is almost
equal to open-reel performance.

Wow/flutter is within0.16 to0.2%.
This top-grade cassette recorder
also boasts automatic slop and
automatic shut-off. The CS-50D
Stereo Cassette Tape Deck, perfectly
matched with the SIV-.IO Hi-Fi
Stereo Speaker System, is also available.

Audio & Video
AKAI
AKAI ELECTRIC CO.. LTD.
Ohta-Ku, Tokyo, Japan
Rank Aldis-Audio Products, Rank Audio Visual Ltd.: P.O. Box 70, Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex Tel: 01 568-922?
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controls
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cancel

slope

treble
niter
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Ok

See and hear QUAD at SONEX 71 Rooms /00//2, Skyways Hotel,
(Nr. London Airport) 31st March ■ 4th April

QUAD
for the closest approach to
the original sound

Send postcard for illustrated leaflet to Dept. S.s .t. n.
Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Huntingdon, Tel: (0480) 2561. QUAD is a flegisiered Trade Muk.
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Set up a QUAD 33 with +1 on
the treble control, and you will
obtain a response precisely
defined; readily and accurately
repeatable. This response has a
shape rather different from most
run of the mill tone controls and
there are, as you may guess, good
reasons for this.
Then as the listener is not
expected to know just what a
given response curve does to the
signal off the record, we provide
a button marked 'cancel'. This
enables him to make a direct
comparison with the original and
so learn just which recording
defects need what correction.
A QUAD user gets the best out of
every record - every time — and
enjoys the music to the full.

Studio

Sound

INCORPORATING
TAPE RECORDER
AND SOUND i CINE

EDITOR
JOHN CRABBE
DEPUTY EDITOR
DAVID KIRK
ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER
ROBIN WELLS
ASSISTANT ADVERTISEMENT
MANAGER
TONY NEWMAN

Editorial and Advertising Offices;
LINK HOUSE,
DINGWALL AVENUE.
CROYDON CR92TA
Telephone; 01-686 2599

© Link House Publications Ltd, 1971
All rights reserved

COVER PICTURE
The gradual evolution of mixing desksIncreasing numbers of channels and
fadlilles—has tended to Increase their
sideways dimension. Since this has yet to
be matched by the evolution of long-armed
balancing engineers, the Holllck &
Taylor decision to build upwards is an
obvious alternative.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Annual UK subscription rate for Studio
Sound is £1.80 (overseas £2.10, $5 or
equivalent). Our associate publication
Hi-fi News costs £2,82 (overseas £2.85,
S6.30 or equivalent). Six-month home
subscriptions are 90p (Studio Sound)
and £1.41 (Hi-fi News).
Studio Sound is published on the 14th
of the preceding month unless that date
falls on a Sunday, when it appears
on the Saturday,
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responding to Michael Gerzon's article disputed pro-Blumlein attitudes seem reluctant
'Why Coincident Microphones ?' (March to explain their own preference for multiissue), Angus McKenzie advocates the alloca- miking. Their attitude lends to be a fatalistic
tion of a couple of tracks, in multitrack 'Why argue with established practice ?' They
classical sessions, to a carefully positioned take for granted the need to work in conditions
stereo pair (page 177). The idea is that later of high background ambience—the Kingsway
comparison between two tracks and the Hall and its trains, St. Paul's and its traffic,
multimike premix would show the relative the Albert Hall and its ventilators. Certainly
advantages of the two recording techniques. these conditions can rule out Blumlein reWe have often experienced a similar wish, cording, but do they have to be tolerated?
when attending multimike sessions, to try
Jerry Bruck, the American engineer intermaking a Blumlein stereo recording for viewed last December, mentioned a rather
comparison with the final stereo master tape. pathetic human point: that many musicians
fn most cases, however, the use of coin- consider themselves in safer hands when
cident microphones has been rendered surrounded by microphones than when conimpractical by the habit of sprawling per- fronted by a solitary Blumlein pair. Does the
formers over an unnaturally large area to case against Blumlein rest on problems like
obtain multimike separation. Such an r/iar or are there other aspects we have overorchestra, recorded Blumlein fashion, would looked ? We would welcome readers' views
by the nature of that microphone technique on this subject—both inside and outside the
sound what it is : an orchestra occupying an industry—and promise to disguise the name
unnaturally large area. For this reason, any of any contributor disagreeing with his
multimike engineer prepared to experiment employer I
with simultaneous coincident mikes is likely
to obtain disappointing results which would
do little to promote a revival of commercial
Blumlein recording.
FEATURE ARTICLES
A few weeks back, we were asked to tape
160 AMICTRANSFORMERLESS MICROPHONE
an amateur performance of a piano concerto.
AMPLIFIER
The pianist, who had commissioned the lape,
By C. S. Conduit
fluffed several bars of (he work and departed
166 A HIGH QUALITY MIXER
feeling very depressed. Immorally, perhaps,
Part 11
we spliced the relevant few bars of a gramoBy David Robinson
phone recording into the appropriate part of
172 THE FINE ART OF VOLTAGE CONTROL
the tape. The disc claimed to be stereo, yet
By David Kirk
was multimiked in such a fashion that the
switch from Blumlein, across the edit point,
177 RECORDING STUDIO TECHNIQUES
Part 16
left us wondering whether the disc deserved
By Angus McKenzie
to be called stereo at all. The instruments
occupied discrete positions across the sound185 THE INVISIBLE SWITCH
By M. G. Skeet
stage, perhaps too discrete, but lacked any
semblance of co-ordination with the rever188 FILM SOUND TECHNIQUE
beration.
By T. G. Blackham
Supporters of multimike technique some191 A STEREO CAPACITOR MICROPHONE
times proclaim the larger-than-life quality
Part Two
By John Fisher
achieved by closemiking : clearer transients,
greater presence, and pinpoint instrument
location (through pan-potting). Records
REGULAR COLUMNS
produced in this style apparently enjoy
159 EVENTS
consistently higher sales (and generally more
162 TAPE RECORDER SERVICE
encouraging reviews) than Blumlein proUher 4000L continued
ductions, despite the special exceptions menBy H. W. Hellyer
tioned by Michael Gerzon. The reason seems
171 STUDIO DIRECTORY
obvious—most records are reproduced on
179 STUDIO DIARY
relatively cheap gramophones, which, even
By Keith Wicks
with their tone controls at maximum, equalise
181
BOOK
REVIEWS
the larger-than-life quality down to a pale
183 AROUND THE STUDIOS
reflection of reality. By this reasoning, there
Holllck 4 Taylor
seems little chance of a reversion to Blumlein
By David Kirk
until the average standard of domestic listening equipment is improved. Will the move to
187 TURNTABLE
cassettes hasten or delay this improvement?
EQUIPMENT REVIEWS
Bob Auger is one of the few engineers
195 TELCON TELSHIELD
prepared to defend multimike/multitrack
By Angus McKenzie
classical music recording in print, and has our
highest respect. Other engineers who have
157
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BUILDS

MODULAR

MIXERS-

and shows two modules from the BD range

m
BD1 CHANNEL AMPLIFIER—The basic module of the BD
range, this one module combines the functions of
microphone amplifier, line amplifier, High and Low pass
filters, Top, Mid and Bass equalisation and line drive
amplifier with a selection of outputs.

35

Microphone inputs 200 ohm or 50 ohm {3.3 K or 600 ohm
actual impedance inputs). Line inputs 10 K ohm bridging,
all floating balanced. Outputs balanced or unbalanced.
Height 12", width 1.85", depth 6".

*

A variety of panel finishes and colours are available
to match existing equipment or proposed decor.
The mounting system is our own—simple but
extremely strong and positive using gold plated
connectors and positive locking module fasteners.
1*1

•1
i
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BD6 LIMITER AMPLIFIER—A peak limiter
with fast attack time and variable release.
Limit ratio exceeds 25/1 and overshoot is held
to fine limits. Developed for use in a future noise
reduction system the circuit is remarkably free of
unwanted modulation effects and distortion normally
associated with a limiter with this type of action.
Input and output nominal 0 dBm balanced or unbalanced.
Max gain 16 dB can be supplied in stereo pairs
to special order.
Height 6", width 1.85", depth 6".
Price £76 each delivery ex stock.

_JB

1

We also make routing systems, Line amps, equalisers,
Complete mixers, large and small.

For further information on modules or mixers ring Ted Fletcher or Jack Keene at:
AUCC

(STANCOIL LTD) IS SHEET ST. WINDSOR BERKS.

158

WINDSOR 61308

minutes), together with a low-cost projection
TV system.

Avem

^

NOISE-CANCELLING CAPACITOR
MICROPHONE
a new addition to the Calrcc range of capacitor microphones, to be shown at the APAE
Sound '71 exhibition this month, is the CM655.
This employs twin cardioid capacitor capsules
and rejects sounds from sources more than a
few centimetres from the microphone. The
CM655 incorporates a polyurethane foam
windshield and encapsulated transistor preamplifier. It is claimed to be practically
indestructible and carries the normal Calrec
two year guarantee. Improvements in the
performance and styling of the 1000 series are
announced, the finish now being pearlised
nickel with a redesigned slotted head. A new
omni-directional microphone is being marketed in this series, the CMIOOI. Calrec are
also commencing the production of portable
and desk mixers.
SCOTCH MARKETING NAB 203 REELS
scotch 203 lp Dynarange tape is now being
supplied in 1090 m lengths spooled on 27 cm
NAB metal reels. These are being distributed
through audio retailers and are designed for use
on NAB-capacity domestic equipment. Retail
price is £6.32.
UNAUTHORISED ALBUM
record retailers have been advised by
Polydor not to stock the Jimi Hendrix album
Live Experience 1967-68. The album, which
has been offered for sale around London, is
largely taken from radio and TV broadcasts
in which Hendrix participated.
ZONAL AWARDED BBC CONTRACT
zonal films (Magnetic Coatings) Ltd, the
Redhill subsidiary of Ilford Ltd, have been
awarded a contract for the bulk of the BBC's
6.25 mm tape requirements for 1971. The
contract involves the supply of 1 000 km of tape
manufactured to BBC specification.
AGFA-GEVAERT MOVES
movements of several Agfa-Gevaert divisions
up and down the Great West Road have
resulted in a change of address for the Motion
Picture & Magnetic Tape Division. This is
now Unity House, Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex.
VTR EXHIBITION
an exhibition of video tape recorders and
related equipment will be held on Wednesday
April 14 and 15 at the London Hilton
Hotel. Opening times are 10.00 to 18.00,
admission free. The exhibition is being
organised jointly by Rank Audio Visual Ltd
and Fraser-Peacock Associates Ltd. The new
625-line 6.25 mm Akai battery VTR will be
demonstrated (videotape cost is £4 for 24

B 4 O REORGANISE GUARANTEE
ARRANGEMENTS
responsibility for maintaining the 12 month
labour-free guarantee on Bang & Olufsen
audio equipment has been passed to B & O
retailers as part of a new scheme to improve
dealer/consumer relations. Dealers are given
a 2.5% service fee on each unit purchased,
with the exception of loudspeakers. B & O
consider that their failure rale makes this a
generous allowance. The scheme was implemented on February I.
FIRST BASF RECORD RELEASES
sales of basf cassette records and discs began
on March I, when 347 titles were introduced
to the German market. UK sales are expected
to start in spring 1972. To provide such a
large selection at relatively short notice,
BASF have taken over the distribution
facilities of MPS Records GmbH (Musikproduktion Schwarzwald).
SOUND '71
preparations have been finalised for the
Association of Public Address Engineers
annual exhibition at Camden Town Hall.
Sound '71 will take place from March 16 to
19 and will be supported by the following
exhibitors; AKG, APAE Sales, Astromc,
Audix BB, Beyer Dynamic, Calder Recordings,
Cass Electronics. CTH Electronics, DJ Electronics, Eagle International, Goldring, Grampian, KF Products, Douglas Lyons, Lustraphone, Jim Marshall (Products), Millbank
Electronics, Keith Monks (Audio), Pye
Business Communications, Radio London
(BBC), Reslosound, Rola Celestion, Shure
Electronics, SNS Communications, STC
(Foolscray), Teletronics, Vitavox, Vortexion
and Westrex.
EEL PIE INSTAL NEVE
a neve bcm10/2 standard mixing console has
been installed at Eel Pie Studios, Twickenham.
Delivery and installation occurred within two
weeks of the order being placed. A second
order for a 16 channel eight track desk has
been awarded to Neve, for installation in a
new studio opening this spring.

Developed to a BBC specification, the
Scopetronics 1151 incorporates several features
not normally available on studio recorders.
These include fader start, prefade moniforino
and a crystal locked bias oscillator. The 38
and 19 cm/s transport employs a direct drive
Papst capstan motor, and hinges open for
servicing. Illuminated mode selectors, accessible
plug-in heads, variable speed spooling
and a time calibrated tape length counter are
among other features. Basic price is £495.

4

c

SONEX -71
the sonex '71 exhibition of domestic audio
equipment will be held at the Skyway Hotel
from March 31 to Sunday April 4. Tickets
are available free from audio equipment
retailers. A preview of the exhibition will
appear in the April issue of our associate
publication, Hi-Fi News, published on March
27. This issue will also carry a free ticket.
NEXT MONTH
A SURVEY OF studio monitor loudspeakers
and a review of the Spendor transistor power
amplifier will appear in the May issue. Angus
McKenzie describes his experiments in
quadraphonic recording and Michael Naylor
covers the construction of a low-cost four
channel recorder.
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An IC Transformerless ■■ ^microphone

amplifier

BALANCED input microphone amplifiers
usually incorporate transformers, the
disadvantages of which are cost and bulk, as
well as their susceptibility to picking up stray
hum fields. Obviously any method by which
the transformer could be"dispensed with would
be welcome, especially when it can reduce the
cost of components by 60% or more and the
size by 50%.
The answer to this prayer is manifested in
the shape of the integrated circuit operational
amplifier, which is capable of directly accepting
differential signals such as produced by a
balanced microphone line. The op-amp
selected was the 709, which is marketed by
several manufacturers. Jt is also available
from Texas Instruments as a 14 lead DIL
package containing two separate amplifiers,
the designation of which is SN 72709 DN, An
abbreviated specification is given in Table J,
which gives typical test figures.
The ideal operational amplifier displays the
following properties: infinite gain; infinite input
impedance; zero output impedance; perfectly
flat frequency response from DC to infinity;
perfect common mode rejection.
In practice none of these is realised but, for
our purpose, sufficient accuracy can be
obtained in calculation of overall parameters
by making the assumption that they are true.
Assuming the input impedance is infinite, no
current will flow into terminals 1 or 14. As pin

3 is assumed to be at zero impedance, then I,
effectively flows through Rj to earth.
Therefore if R1=R2 and R3=R4 then
li I. and Ij=Ij
and the overall gain of the amplifier is given as
Vout =

Vin (2) - Vi0 (1) lJ Ri
Note that, as the two inputs are inverted
with respect to each other Vin (2) - Vin (1)
should be written
[Vin (2) ] - [ -Vin (1) ]
=Vin (2) + Vj„ (1)
=v
»
■■■
As we assume that no current flows into 1 or
14, then the potentials at these points (called
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As the operational amplifier has a very high
bandwidth, HF instability can occur unless the
frequency response is curtailed. In this circuit,
input compensation is provided by C1 and R5,
and output compensation by C2.
Ideally, if two identical in-phase signals are
applied to Rl and R2, complete cancellation of
the signals should result, giving no output.
Again, as nothing is perfect, complete cancellation does not occur but the ratio of the

FIG. 2

rf\G. 4

FIG. I

the summing point) are at zero volts with
respect to the zero volt line.
Therefore the input impedance of the circuit
is given as:
Vin (1)
= Rl
Zin (I)
I.
Similarly Zip (2) = Vin (2) R2
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cancellation (called the common mode rejection
ratio, or CMRR) is still very high by audio
standards. To obtain the maximum CMRR, it
is obvious that the input impedance and
sensitivity must be exactly matched and this
implies that Rl and R2 must be identical in
resistance. In practice 1 % metal-oxide resistors
are used, which ensures high rejection of hum
picked up on long microphone cable and low
thermal noise in the resistors themselves.
Coming to practical applications of the
operational amplifier, the requirements for the
microphone amplifier first stage arc as follows:
In practice this is made
Zjn (I) 600 ohm > 1K with respect to 0 V in
Z,-„ (2) 600 ohm
each case
V, - I mV maximum
Vou. - I V

FIG. 6

supplies, at +J5 V and -I5V with respect to
signal earth. Should such supplies not be
available, a 30 V supply can be used which is
split as shown in fig. 5.
As mentioned earlier, the operational amplifier has a very wide frequency response and
care must be taken to ensure that parasitic
oscillation does not occur. The frequency
compensation components and RF decoupling
capacitors across the 15 V rails go a long way
to ensure that this does not happen, but good
layout is essential if trouble is to be avoided,
especially in the very high gain first stage.
Input and output components must be kept
separate and lead lengths must be short. The
prototype was built on standard 0.1 inch pitch
Veroboard and considerable trouble was
experienced with HF instability until all the
unused lengths of track were broken.
The performance of the amplifier is as
follows: frequency response: ± 1 dB, 10 Hz to
30 kHz. Sensitivity for I V out (V.): 500 |xV.
Input impedance: I K. Signal-to-noise ratio
(1 mV i/p): 65 dB. Bass Control: ilO dB at
100 Hz. Treble Control: ±8 dB at 10 kHz.
Common mode rejection: 58 dB.

MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER FREOUENCY RESPONSE
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SPECIFICATION OF SN 72708 ON
Power requirement:
15 V and -ISVDC
maximum
Input current:
0.3 pA
Input voltage range:
± 10 V
Ma* output voltage range; ± 14 V
Input resistance:
250 K
Output resistance:
150 ohm
Common mode teieclion
ratio:
90 dB
Supply voltage refection
ratio:
25 pV/V
Large signal open loop
voltage gain:
93 dB
Total power dissipation: 200 mW maximum

straight forward Baxandall configuration in the
feedback loop of IC B. This stage gives an
overall gain, including volume control, of two,
with the tone controls central and the volume
control at maximum. As will have been noted,
the operational amplifiers require two power

The input impedance fixes Rl and R2 at
1 K. Thus, for a gain of I 000, R3 and R4 are
1 M.
The frequency compensation components
are Cl, 180 pF; C2, 10 pF; R5 1.5 KpF.
For unbalanced inputs, Rl should be equal to
R2, R2 being disconnected as shown in fig. 2.
This is very convenient because, if the input
is wired as shown in fig. 3, the insertion of a
single circuit jack shorts R2 to 0 V. The fact
that R2 and R4 are in parallel is immaterial
because R4 is considerably higher in value
than R2.
The circuit of the completed microphone
amplifier is shown in fig. 4. The first stage,
which has already been discussed, is fed into
the second stage which comprises the bass,
treble and level control. The circuit is a

V
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IT is a wonder, with the postal strike in deadlock as I write, that the contributions to
Studio Sound are being received, edited and
printed at all. Only by subterfuge, good luck,
and travelling friends, have we been able to get
the text subbed and printed. Even then there
had to be a casualty, and this was the drawing
that should have accompanied the last article,
giving the complete circuit of the Uher 4000
Report L and a layout diagram of the position
of the various presets mentioned in the main
body of the article.
This is fortunate, for we must begin this
month's episode with a look at the motor and
its control system. The armature windings, Wl,
W2 and W3 are static, with a rotating permanent magnet—not shown—encased in a cylindrical iron body. Belt drive is taken from both
ends, one belt coupling with the capstan assembly which propels the flywheel by its edge contact. The other belt, the shorter one, drives the
rocker assembly that moves the spool carriers.
Various adjustments are possible here, and we
shall return to this section.
Depending on the position of the rotor when
the motor is at standstill, so the distributor
mechanism switches its control link through
one of the three arms, grounding the base of
the appropriate transistor, TrlO, Trl2 or Trl4.
One advantage of this system is that the distributor—or commutator—only has to switch
very small base currents as the motor runs up
to speed. This immediately reduces one of the
bugbears of motor control systems (sadly,
still present in some quite expensive gear and
made worse now that inbuilt microphones are
coming along): the radiated switching noise of
a motor. In fact, as Alec Tutchings was.quick
to point out in his review of this model, the
motor control system was one of the most
important modifications made to the 4000
series, when the suffix L was introduced.
'Radiated motor noise is almost negligible as
there is no governor to handle intermittent
splashes of heavy current, and the commutator
current is measured in micro-amps rather than
fractions of an amp.'
Switched out
Very true, but what is even more significant
is that this commutator is switched out when
the motor runs up to speed. The control is then
by rectified pulses through each of the windings, compared with the zener reference, setting the mid-rail voltage of the TI6, T17 pair,
to put it crudely. I make no apologies for begging the question here, as we are not so much
interested in the design concept of the servo
system as the servicing procedure related to it.
Here, we have only one preset, R53. This can
pull back an 8 % deviation, we are told, and
should be set with a 19 cm/sec test tape loaded.
I would add that the setting of this control can
be done too casually. If it docs not take up an
on-speed position within the middle third of
its arc, you had better begin looking for
trouble. The position of R53 can be seen in
fig. 2.
If the range is such that the speed only pulls
in at the extreme setting of R53, before digging
too deeply into the electronic circuitry take a
look at the drive system. Watch particularly
for hardened black deposits on motor and
belt-run pulleys. Age takes its toll and neglect
has to be paid for. Many a second-hand, erratic
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UHER 4000L (CONTINUED)
BY H. W. HELLYER
Uher has cost its new owner no more than a
good clean-up and a careful lubrication. I
remember talking to Alan Heather of the
South Devon Tape Recording C lub some years
ago on this subject and picking up some useful
tips, the result of his personal experiences with
the L'her. We agreed then that more money
had gone down the drain by unwarranted
motor replacement in battery tape recorders
than could ever be justified. The position is
even worse now, and I shudder to think how
many of the good little Philips ELSiOl series
have been scrapped because the brains of
Eindhoven decreed that a new type of regulated motor had henceforth to be fitted.
Again I digress. Not without purpose, I hope,
for the subject leads to the various torques
that can be imposed on the drive system, and I
take leave here to include yet another drawing,
this time a copy of the first figure in the Uher

FIG. 2 LAYOUT OF PRESET CONTROLS
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manual, lettered according to their system.
Some of the letters we shall not require at present but I leave them in the drawing and may
have to refer back to them in subsequent
articles.
The motor A has two belts, the longer of
which, B, drives the stepped pulley. The
appropriate diameter of this pulley engages
with the flat lower rim of the flywheel. The
view in fig. 3 is, of course, from below with the
keybar side of the machine to the bottom of
the diagram. The speed selector sets the ramping position, which is spring-aided. First point
we come to is the setting of this pendulum
bearing. In the 9.5 cm/s speed position there
should be about 1.5 mm clearance between the
edge of the flywheel and the next largest step
on the pulley. This is the easiest way to check
and is belter than measuring the amount of
overlap or the bracket position relative to
the deck supports, as some authorities have
recommended. If you can slip a triple thickness
of postcard between the 19 cm/s step face and
the edge of the flywheel, that is about right.
Some day, someone is going to compile a
reference list for us—a scale of comparative
measurements of engineering dimensions and
domestic articles, alternatives and equivalents
to feeler sizes. What's the width of a hairpin.
Joe?
Clearance between the driving surface of the
9.5 cm/s diameter stepped pulley and the
flywheel, when these are disengaged, should
be one postcard thick, by this scale. Uher tell
us 500 pm, but be very chary of overdoing this
setting. Too great a clearance can give us slowrunning troubles. The adjustment for lateral
position of the pulley-bearing bracket is by
moving the lever on which this is mounted.
This is not shown in our fig. 3 but, relative to
this drawing, comes below the bearing bracket.
It can be identified by the angled end, the
spring-loaded rod and its nipple. Two screws
are used, and the mounting lever can be slid to
achieve the necessary 1.5 mm clearance. Don't
be tempted to alter those two screws above the
bracket. The other clearance is not quite so
straightforward. It involves bending the end of
the forked lever that goes under the take-up
clutch, where this lies under the end of the
pulley bracket. This alters the limiting action.
As this speed selection and drive assembly is
also linked to the equalising switch, alteration
could affect switch action. Alter this setting
only if you must, and then check switch action
afterwards.
The other belt depicted is easily got at for
cleaning or replacement. Where turntable drive
troubles are reported, this should be the first
line of approach. Its action should be clear
from the diagram. It drives a pulley on a rod
which is coupled to another pulley, the latter
driving the feed spool turntable for rewind
when the rocker assembly is made to pivot on
its axis. The degree of pivoting is very little,
impelled by the lever system via those toothlike cutouts we can see at the lower edge of N
in the diagram. The most important adjustment
of all is to get this seesaw bracket parallel with
the chassis when the mechanism is at neutral.
Look for the slider rods that come forward
and depress the seesaw arm, check that these
withdraw at least 1 mm when neutralised, and
then bend the tabs (those jutting portions of
the aforementioned teeth) to achieve a solid
(continued on page 165)
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BUT IT'S THE BEST

MAGNETOPHON M28A professional
tape recorder by Telefunken, the company
who made the world's first tape recorder.
# Three-motor tape transport
at 3} and Ips ensuring maximum speed
constancy.
Fully comprehensive mixing facilities.
# Solid state electronics
are used throughout. Modular construction
ensures trouble-free maintenance and
replacement of parts.
# Relay operated transport control
operated by illuminated push buttons
requiring only fingertip operation.

9 Interchangeable head assembly
comprising half-track, stereo, erase, record
and playback heads, Is mounted on a
single rigid plate fixed to the main chassis.
It is normally not necessary to replace or
adjust heads during the normal life of the
machine.
# Two channel monitoring and
VU-meter amplifier
can be switched to two modes. In the
'before-tape' mode the amplifier is
connected to the output of the mixer, while
in the 'off-tape' mode It Is connected to the
output of the replay amplifier. Two large
VU-meters calibrated to International
standard are provided.

Broadcast-studio versions
Models 28B and 28C are provided
with tape speeds of 15 and 7{ Ips,
but have no mixing or monitoring
and VU-meter amplifier. Mode! 28B
Is equipped with full-track heads.
Mode! 28C has two-track heads
and track selector switch.
CONTACT; BRIAN ENGLISH
A.E.G. Telefunken, A.E.G. House,
Chlchester Rents, Chancery Lane,
London WC2
Tel: 01-242 9944

TAPE RECORDER SERVICE CONTINUED

engagement of the conical rubber wheels with
the turntable lower faces.
Between the rocker and the deck there are
two spring blades carried forward by the lever
action. These determine the amount of drive
for fast winding cither way. Unfortunately, to
get at these properly to bend them, so that the
correct angle of depression is obtained, one
must first take off the seesaw. So adjustment
here is very much a trial and error affair. I
strongly advise against making this adjustment
until all other avenues of approach have been
explored.
Drive for the felt-lined friction disc is from
the conical extension of the pulley G. The disc
L is sprung against the pulley and, because the
spool is held to the turntable by the famous
Uher securing device (infamous when you lose
the liny circlip that secures it!); gravity plays
no part in this clutch operation. It is, in fact,
remarkably constant from beginning to end of
tape (but the 4000L does not like double-play
tape, be warned). I shall not bore you with
spring tension tests for correct clutch torque—
I do not think we shall need them. There is only
one vital adjustment once the rudimentary
cleaning has been done.
Funnily enough, this adjustment is done in
the fast forward mode. If we inspect that
clutch closely, we shall sec that there arc two
alternative drive methods, rubber pulley to
turntable upper section, and metal cone to
underside of the friction disc. In the fast forward mode, the rubber is engaged and that
vital cone should have 500 gm clearance from
the friction disc. To set the drive, go to the
other end of the forked lever, where a tab can
be seen, shooting off in what looks like the
wrong direction. We bend this, very slightly,
what looks like the wrong way! By the time
you have finished, adjustment should be perfect, and Uher tell us that in this condition the
take-up should commence when the start key
is only two-thirds depressed.
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by Peter Bastin
ROLAND Prognoss, writing in Hi-Fi News,
says the following: "Full marks to the
brilliant young William Brandling ... for an
original stroke in his current presentation at
the Festival Hall. Briefly, the idea is to gather
a group of live musicians together with a wide
variety of instruments...' How very refreshing
(and encouraging to the Musicians' Union)
to gather together a group of live musicians
instead of dead ones.

FIG. 3
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Finally, this month, brakes. From fig. 3 we
can see the way the brake rollers O engage with
the edge of the turntable. We can also see the
shape of the brackets in which these rubber
rollers are held, the lever P on which the endpieces are mounted, and the small springs
which aid engagement.
This gives us the clue, for the brakes merely
clamp on and rely for their efficiency on the
rotation friction, depending on the direction
the turntable is turning. So we have a limited
kind of differential action, and must maintain
it by keeping the brake rollers clean, their pin
suspensions free in their slots, and the inner end

of the pivoted bracket assembly free in the slot
of the actuating lever when the machine is at
stop. These arms should then be bent if necessary to get a 2 mm clearance of brake roller
when the appropriate mode of drive is selected.
Finally, another bent tongue can be seen, to
the operator's side of the brake tabs, and this
has to be carefully set so that the brakes come
off just before the pressure roller engages when
start is selected.
I have not dealt with the pressure roller,
head gate, or head adjustment, leaving this for
next month when we shall be taking a look at
the 4200 stereo portable.

tape recorders have their own individual
characteristics, just like editors. Sony machines
give a sepulchral groan when turned on.
Tandbcrgs set up a fusilade of small-arms fire
when the function switch is changed and other
machines rewind at two different speeds, one
equivalent to getting up after the alarm has
gone, the second resembling the resultant rush
to the office. I've had machines which burp,
click and stammer, none of the faults being very
serious and a few being useful. Take the
starling squeak of an Akai 4000D: close-miked
and halved in speed it makes a passable
impersonation of a lift.

leak's new Sandwich 200 and 300 loudspeakers
incorporate 'grills (sic) of simulated stainless
steel". As used on the original Tay Bridge?
The press release is headed "New hi-fi looks as
good as it sounds' which, in these days of
cassettes, can be taken two ways.

the American Stereo Review for December
carried a large postbag of readers' letters about
the merits or demerits of Tom Jones. A young
lady from Florence, Alabama, greatly in
support of the Welsh Warbler, credited him
with 35 superlatives, ranging from the 'the
best' to 'outasite' via sexy, gorgeous and
angelic. She ended her letter with'... who has
ever (nine times) lived'. Well, it takes all sorts.
165

the editor of the American magazine Audio
ponders the future of that subject. This was no
doubt brought out by his inspection of the
Panasonic mini-screen TV with built-in AM/
FM radio, a battery-operated portable TV
colour set and a talking clock which announces
the time when you press a switch. Then there
is the neural hearing concept where sound is
transmitted direct to the nervous system, bypassing the ears entirely. The head becomes
the dialcctric element between two plates of
a capacitor, the signal being detected by a
complex process involving the cochlea and the
nerves themselves. The frequency range of the
system is 20 kHz down to 30 Hz. Guaranteed
not to dissolve the brain?

David Robinson
PART 11
CONSTRUCTORSQUERIES
THIS article will quote some of the more
common questions that I have been asked
about the mixer, and 1 hope the answers given
will help those who may have had similar
problems but have not found time to write in.
The first question is dealt with in greater detail
than the rest since it will be of interest to
experimenters.
There are no integrated circuits in the mixer—
are they not to be recommended?
No integrated circuits are used since thsy are
more expensive than discrete components and
in many cases not as good. In the design of the
new mixer I experimented with many ICs and
concluded that the present generation left much
to be desired. One device in common use is the
709 made by many manufacturers. Fig. 80
shows the circuit diagram and pin connections.
What goes on in the 13 transistors is not really
important; the device should be regarded as a
two-'n->'>i (iifforeniial amplifier with a voltage
FIG. 81 INTEGHATEO CIRCUIT MODULE
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gain of 45 000 and a 30 V maximum supply.
This amount of gain is unusable as such and
the device is normally heavily fed back to
provide stable gain. One problem with ICs is
that the frequency capabilities of the transistors
are very high, so the device is prone to parasitic
oscillations. Compensation components have
to be added to make the device stable at ail gain
settings. Second generation devices such as the
741 types have built-in compensation but in
these circumstances the full bandwidth capabilities cannot be attained. Three circuits were
investigated: microphone amp, mixer, and
output amplifier. To do this, a board was
designed to carry the IC, power supply decoupling and compensation components, with the
idea that this would be the same in all applications. External components would determine
the gain. This board was also used as the heart
of the IC compressor experiment described last
month.
Fig. 81 shows this board design. RI and R2
provide a half rail voltage; ICs often use
positive and negative supplies so that they can
be used as DC amplifiers ; then for O V input
there is O V output. Here we have only a
single-ended supply, and furthermore only
need an AC output. Biasing resistors R2 and
R3 are taken to the inverting and non-inverting
inputs; negative feedback is applied via R6 and
RS to the correct terminal. By connecting
ditferent resistor values between pins 7 and 4,
and between 3 and I, the gain of the module
can be altered over wide limits. The frequency
compensation (anti-oscillation) is provided by
R8/C2 and C3. R7 provides protection
against the output being short-circuited.
The first amplifier to be built was an output
stage for driving balanced lines; fig. 82 shows
this. Performance was quite good; signal-to:
noise ratio 73 dB, maximum output +20 dBm,
distortion at +8 less than 0.01 %.
By feeding into the +ve terminal, the input

impedance is high; actually 33K due to R2
across the internal I00K, RI3.
The next amplifier was the mixer amplifier,
shown in fig. 83. Here the-ve input terminal is
used, and a virtual earth or null-point amplifier
is produced. The performance gain is good,
the signal-to-noise ratio is 87 dB, and the
isolation is excellent; 100 sources faded from
one extreme to the other cause less than I dB
change in the output due to one constant input
source. Frequency response is -1 dB at 10 Hz
and 25 kHz.
The most difficult and least successful of the
amplifiers is the microphone amplifier, which
falls down on noise performance. Fig. 84
shows this circuit. Here the +ve input (high
impedance) is used, and switched gains are
provided to give a coarse gain adjustment. The
overload performance and frequency response
are good; the noise figure is some 10 dB which
compares unfavourably with the discrete
component version. However, for nonstringent applications this may be satisfactory.
The last amplifier to use the module is the
(continued on page 169)
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Our claim to fame is being
broadcast the world over.
Such is the power of Ferrograph tape recorders.
Used in major broadcasting stations as well as
in the aircraft industry, Police and Fire Services and
Government Departments.
A Ferrograph tape recorder is a status symboland an investment. The buyer knows he is getting
a top standard machine which maintains that
standard for many years. (We give a 3 year
guarantee inclusive of record and replay heads.)
You may pay a little more at the outset, but the
rewards are many in service and reliability.
Series Y Twin Channel Stereo machine
(illustrated): Housed in a light alloy casing, this
machine is specially adapted for audio frequency
instrumentation recording in scientific and
industrial applications (purchase-tax-free for

these uses). Input and output conditions suitable
for matching professional equipment. Available in
single or two-channel forms, recording full, J or 5
track. 3 tape speeds on each machine.
Other details are yours for the asking-just
complete the coupon below.
If you have a recording problem contact
Ferrograph. Special machines can be made up to
customers requirements.
Series Y tape recorders are available direct from
the Ferrograph U.K. company or principal overseas
agents (list available on request).
FEREOGRAPH
SOUNDS GOOD

•J
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ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, IRELAND, FRANCE, BELGIUM, HOLLAND, GERMANY,
ITALY, GREECE,
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AFRICA,
IN
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WORLD

NEW

ZEALAND
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AstromcM

AUDIO

RESPONSE

CONTROL

UNITS

TYPE A1671
The MKII version now available embodies
complete printed circuit board construction of main unit improved control panel
and changes in switch design.

Send for full details from ASTRONIC

LTD

□ALSTON GARDENS, STANMORE, MIDDLESEX, HA7 IBL
Grams. Astronic Stanmore

Phone ; 01-204-2125

Reel to cassette
BAILEYS
RECORDING

Highspeed

EQUIPIVIENT

Tape

DOLBY A UNITS AND REVOX HIGH SPEED
RECORDERS FOR SHORT OR LONG TERM
HIRE

y
Copying

TELEPHONE MR. R. G. BAILEY AT
WATFORD 34644
P. & P. I2p up Co £5 of tape
STANDARD PLAY
LONG PLAY
Reel
4" 5'
56" T
3* 4" 5"
56"
ft.
300 600 900 1200
210 450 900 1200
BASF
£1-00 £1-30 £1 55 44 p 88p £1 25 £1-43
BASF round pack 44p
£0 76 £101 £1-18 34p 68p £1 01 £1 12
w £1 45 £1-65
BASF low noise . .
EMI
, 4ep £0 90 £123 fl 50 43p 63 p £1-23 £1 S3
PHILIPS
£0-92 £1 23 £1 40 40 p 68p £1 03 £1 30
SCOTCH
£0-80 £1 05 £1 33 3Sp 55p £1 05 £1-33
SCOTCH
Dynarange — £0-98 £1-30 £1-66 — — £1 27 £1 61
TRIPLE PLAY
DOUBLE PLAY
Reel
3- 4"
5'
3" 4"
5"
SJ" 7"
56"
ft.
300 600 1200 1800 2400 450 900 1800 2400
BASF ... 54p £1 00 £1 40 £2 02 £2-45 85p £1-20 £2 00 £2 45
BASF
round pack43p £0-76 £1-18 £1 74 £2 18 68p £1-01 £1-74 £2 IB
BASF
low noise — —
£210 £3 00 £4 65 _ —
—
—
EMI ... 63p £108 £1-80 £2-40 £3-30 »8p £1-63 £2-80 —
PHILIPS,53p £0-95 £1-48 £2-13 £1-98 6Sp £1-53 £2 50 —
SCOTCH 64p £0-95 £1-58 £210 £2 83 93p £1-50 _
—
Dynarangc 70p £1-13 £1 80 £2-36 £3 34 — — _ _
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Equipment
7"
1800
£2 05
£1-74
£2 35
£2-10
£1 83
£1-90
£2 26

fpa

*
Reel to reel

Fraser-Peacock Associates Limited
94 High Street Wimbledon Village London SW19
01-9472233
sole UK distributors of Infonics

STUDIO ■WSTALLATIOWS
T. B. Technical Audio Systems Consultants, can provide engineers fpr planning, installation, and maintenance of all professional audio equipment.

7'
3600
£3-05
£2-79
—
—
—
—
_

Also
Audio Test Equipment Hire.
T. B. TECHNICAL LTD
38 HEREFORD ROAD, LONDON, W.2
01-229 8054

RD., WATFORD
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A HIGH QUALITY MIXER CONTINUED

FIG. 84 micropmone awpufier

compressor circuit shown, in fig. 75 last month;
examination of this with fig. 81 shows how the
module fits into the compressor.
One word of warning; the IC modules
possess a very large open loop gain; even with
frequency compensation there is the possibility
of oscillation when many are strung together in
a mixer chain. Keep input and output leads
well separated. It may also be necessary to
decouple the power supply rail several times in
its progress round the mixer with 0.1 pF
capacitors to ground near each IC block.
The big advantage of the IC concept is that
it is truly modular—the same active device
assembly is used throughout, and this obviously
helps from reliability and replacement aspects.
But, for the most critical applications, discrete
components are to be preferred from performance and cost criteria.
FIG.
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FIG. 85 AMPLIFIERS FOR POSITIVE
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The board is available to experimenters—it
plugs into the same eight-way edge connector
as the existing interior plug-in amplifiers. It is
slightly smaller than the interior cards.
Can I use the new circuits directly with the
1964 design?
Yes, provided that a few simple rules arc
followed. The 1964 design used germanium
transistors which were commonly available
only as p-n-p devices—so requiring a negative
supply voltage. Nowadays the most common
silicon transistors are n-p-n—hence the +24 V
supply in the new design. Fig. 85 shows the
conversion; all polarity-conscious components
are reversed. In replacing the transistors, the
two main types can be interchanged—BCidS
for 2N4058 and the reverse. However, the
former is a TOIS device, the latter plastic
encapsulated with differing lead configurations.
If printed circuits are being used, then it would
ease confusion if devices of opposite polarity
but the same physical form were used (if they
can be obtained). For BC109 use BC179, for
BC10S use BC17S, and for mms use 2N3707.
Thus the new circuits can be converted to work
in the old mixer design.
What is a BCIO'JC as opposed to a BC109?
Both BC10S and 109 transistors are available
from the manufacturers, graded for current
gain: A lowest gain, and C highest. However,
since the hfc of a BC109 is over 100 at the
minimum, any BC109 is suitable in these
circuits. If the C type is available, it should be
used.
Part Two mentioned components C6, R4, and
DO in the power supply for dick suppression but
these did not appear on the diagram. Where
should they go?

C6
YVA- -Ih220 D-Olpf
600V
to cat LAMPS
I

mi ttv
WITH MtllS
MAKE

1

2tV FROM
CUE SWITCH (St)

Fig. 86 shows where. D6 prevents the
induction EMF (generated as the relay is
switched off) from rising over 0.6 V instead of
100 V or so. R4/C6 damp out the spark across
the mains contacts on the relay.
How should the earthing of the various
modules and chassis be arranged?
All O V points should be connected to the
O V of the power supply and to the metal
chassis of the mixer but in a correct sequence to
avoid earth loops. The chassis is connected to
the input sockets (if not automatically connected by the socket construction) close to
these sockets. The power supply O V line
comes into the mixer via a socket and a wire
goes from this to the input sockets. All the
earth pins of the front panel plug-in amplifiers
are strapped together, as are those of the
interior plug-in units, and wire from each is
taken separately to the input sockets. Earth
sides of potentiometers are taken to the earth
point nearest to them, e.g. channel and main
faders are returned to the interior plug-in

earth strap.
Not all voltages are given in the circuit
diagrams.
No but all can be deduced from an examination of the circuit. For example, lake fig. 34.
If the base of Trl is at 2.7 V, then the emitter is
approximately 600 mV less, or 2.1 V. The
emitter of Tr2 is connected to 24 V, so the base
is at 0.6 V less, or 24.4 V. The output stage
emitter resistors are only 100 ohms so that the
emitter of Tr3 must be at 11.5 V, the base
therefore at 12.1 V . .. and so on.
Not all capacitor voltages are given. How do I
decide what to use?
The same argument as above applies; it can
always be deduced. Fig. 23 is a good example.
The emitter of Trl is at 4.4 V, so that C1 must
be at least this voltage working, say 6 V. C6 is
between a 14 V point and earth, so that a 16 or
25 V capacitor would be suitable. The method
used to designate capacitors is to write an 8nF
capacitor, 25 V working, as 8/25.
What value are the resistors associated with
C5 and C7 in fig. 54?
Sorry—these values were omitted. The value
of R14 (from C5 to 0 V) is 10 K; RI5 (C7 to
earth) is 15 K.
How can / wire up pre-fade and post-fade
listen switches to the mixer?
The operation of these switches should cut
{continued on page 196)

FIG. 87 PRE AND POST FADE LISTEN SWITCHES ( HEFEH ALSO TO FIG. 3 AHO FIG. 36)
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The Dolby 360 Series
Nearly a thousand of these new units are already in use.

f- if

□□ OOLBV SYSTEM

mtti'

Each Series 360 unit is only 1i inches (44 mm) high. 16
channels therefore require only 28 inches of rack space.
Full compatibility with the A301
Models 360 and 361 are single-channel A-type (professional) noise
reduction units which process signals identically to the two-channel A301.
The new units are small in size and are designed for simplified installation
and use of the Dolby System with 16-track recorders. The cost of the 360
series is somewhat less than that of the A301 for an equivalent number
of channels.
Automatic record/play changeover in the 361
The Model 360 is a single-channel noise reduction processor unit. The
Model 361 is identical to the 360 in size and appearance, but contains
facilities for automatic record/play changeover controlled from the recorder.
In the new series, the operating mode is set and clearly displayed by
illuminated push-button switches.

Internal oscillator

An internal "Dolby Tone" oscillator is provided for
establishing correct operating levels. The characteristic
modulation of the tone also identifies Dolby-processed
tapes. All oscillators in a multi-track installation can be
controlled by a single switch.

High stability

The circuit is highly stable and does not require routine
adjustment. A removable front panel allows input and
output levels to be adjusted from the front of each unit.
The panel also provides access to relays and the noise
reduction module.

Single-module design

The noise reduction circuitry is contained in a single
module which can be purchased separately. Should failure ever occur, plug-in substitution will restore operation
of the system in seconds with no adjustments necessary.

Prices, delivery information and complete specifications
are available from

DOLBY LABORATORIES INC
□□
333 Avenue of the Americas New York NY 10014
(212) 243-2525 cables: Dolbylabs New York

UK and International
346 Clapham Road London SW9 ,
(01) 720-1111 telex: 919109 cables; Dolbylabs London
170
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ACORN RECORDS
Address: 2 Eyrsham Road, Oxford, OX2 9PB.
Telephone: 86-2459, or STD 086-76-2459.
Directors: Colin Sanders and □. M. Sanders.
General Information: Acorn are in the process of
moving to new studios where they should be
operational by 1 March 1971. Details will be
announced In Studio Sound as soon as they are
available.
ADVISION
Address: 23 Gosfleld Street, London W1P 7HB.
Telephone: 01-580 5707.
Directors: K. S. Hlbberd, Andy Whetstone, C.
Colvlngton, Mrs B. Hlbberd.
Studio Director: Roger Cameron,
Engineers: (Recording) Roger Cameron. Marlon
Rushent, Eddie Oflord; (Film Dubbing) Andy
Whetstone, Graham Middleton.
General Information: Formerly In New Bond
Street, Advision moved to Gosfield Street about
a year ago. The premises are well equipped and
luxuriously furnished. Much of their time Is spent
recording pop music.
Studio: 14 x 11 m, and 6 m high. It holds 60 musicians quite comfortably. There are two separation booths, one 4.5 m square, and the other
3 x 2 m, both 2.5 m high. Microphones used are
mostly Neumann and AKG. A pro|ectlon screen
is available for film work. Control Room: 7.5 x
3.5 m, and 3.5 m high. The mixer, which has 22
Inputs and 16 outputs, was designed by Dag
Felner and built by Advision staff. Limiters used
are Audio & Design, Spectra Sonics, and Pye.
Echo Is from EMT plates. Monitoring facilities
consist of J B, Lansing speakers driven by Radford amplifiers. The recorders, which are Scullys,
range from mono to 16 track. Dolby 361 noise
reduction units are available when required.
Reduction Area: This comprises a 9 x 5 m reduction room and 5 x 3 m overdubbing booth, both
2.5 m in height. About six people can be accommodated In the booth. A 16 channel Neve console
is equipped to do quadraphonic work, and four
J. 8. Lansing monitors are used.
Film Equipment: Advision have comprehensive
facilities lor synchronised recording, dubbing,
magnetic and optical transfer, and editing.
Music Services: Piano In the studio. For electronic music, there is a separate studio, measuring
6 x 4 m. which houses a Moog Synthesiser and a
mutlltrack Scully recorder.
Sound Effects Library: Various effects available
for copying.
Disc Cutting: Lyrec-Ortolon mono cutter.
Mobile Recording: The limited equipment available for this purpose includes a Nagra with sync
facilities, and an eight track Scully.
Catering: Drinks, available from a vending machine
and from the kitchen, may be consumed In the
spacious lounge/reception area.
Parking: No private facilities.
Hourly Rates (Tape):
Recording, up to eight track
£30
Recording, 16 track
£32
Recording to picture
£35
Electronic Music Studio, eight track
£25
Electronic Music Studio, 16 track
£32
Reduction, up to eight track
£20
Reduction. 16 track
£28

Editing:
Copying, mono or stereo
£10
Copying, multltrack
£20
Tape charges (per NAB reel);
6.25 mm
£6
12.5 mm
£10
25 mm
£16
50 mm
£26
Hourly Rates (Film):
Music Recording
£35
Commentary Recording
£20
Mixing and Dubbing
£20
Magnetic Transfer, 35 mm. 17.5 mm, or 16 mm £10
Optical Transfer, 35 mm
£10
Cutting Room hire, 35 mm
£1
Disc Rates (Acetates):
33 RPM 30.5 mm 13 p per minute plus charge
per disc
£2.10
45 RPM 18 cm single-sided SP
£1.40
45 RPM 18 cm double-sided SP
£1.90
45 RPM 18 cm single-sided EP
£1.90
45 RPM 18 cm double-sided EP
£2.40
Disc Rates (Masters);
33 RPM 25 or 30.5 mm
£7.75
45 RPM 18 cm SP
£6.13
45 RPM 18 cm EP
£7.0
Other Charges: After 18.00 hours, the additional
hourly overtime charges are £3 for a first engineer.
£2 for a second engineer. Cancellation rales are
100% for notice given within 24 hours of a session.
50% for notice of between 24 and 48 hours. All
locked groove masters are subject to a £1.50
surcharge. Library effects transferred to acetates
are charged at normal disc prices with a surcharge
of £1.50 for the first effect, plus 75p for each
additional effect.

ALAN-GORDON STUDIOS
Address; 32 and 71 Markhouse Road, London E.17.
Telephone: 01-520 3706, or 01-527 5226.
Partners: Dave Lyon and Alan Ward.
General Information: A demo studio which
started In a very small way five years ago. The
business has been built up successfully more by
good will than by advertising. Dave, a bass
player, and Alan, former lead guitarist with the
Honeycombs, specialise In helping relatively
Inexperienced musicians to produce impressive
demos.
Studio:4.5 x3 m, and 2.5 m high; accommodates up
to eight musicians. Beyer studio microphones
are used.
Control Room: 2.5 x 1.5 m, and 2.5 m high. The
mixer which has 10 inputs (eight microphone, two
line) and two outputs, was based on a David
Robinson design published in this magazine.
There is one Audio <& Design compressor/
llmlter; echo facilities comprise of a Grampian
spring unit and Baby Binson magnetic drum
system. Tannoy Gold 38 cm sneakers in Lockwood cabinets are used for monitoring. Recording equipment consists of a full-track TRD, a
stereo Revox and stereo Ampex,
Music Services: Free use of grand piano, string
bass, and various guitar amplifiers.
Disc cutting: Can be arranged for customers. No
cutting equipment on the premises.
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Catering: Light refreshments available to order.
Car Parking; No problem.
Hourly Rates:
Recording
£5.50
Reduction
£3.50
Copying
£3.50
Editing
£3.50
Tape Charges: 6.25 m NAB
£5.25

ART RECORD PRODUCTIONS
Address: 134 Seaforlh Avenue. MolspurPark, Mew
Maiden. Surrey.
Telephone: 01-942 1412.
Directors: John $. Aslor, Vernon A. Dias.
Studio Manager: John S. Astor.
Engineers: Vernon A. Dias, John S. Astor.
General Information: The studio has been going
about a year and a half, doing mainly demo work,
although a few masters have also been made.
Studio: 4.5 x 3.5 m, 3 m high, holding up to 6 musicians, Microphones by AKG, STC and Fi-Cord.
Control Room: 3.5 x 3 m, 3 m high. The mixer by
Datburn Ltd, has eight input channels and two
outputs. Alice Electronics limiter/compressors,
a Grampian spring echo unit, and a Selmer
tape-loop echo repeat unit, can be patched to the
channels as required. Recorders are stereo
Vortexions, and for monitoring there is a pair of
Goodmans units fed by 15 W Leak amplifiers.
Music Services; Piano and drums are available
free of charge. John Astor Is an Independent
producer, and the studio have their own record
label, Art. In conjunction with the Robert Sllgwood Organisation, the studio also have a music
publishing company called Motspur Music,
which started at the same lime as their record
label at the end"of summer 1970. In addition, the
services of writers and arrangers can be obtained
and a backing group Is available.
Disc Cutting: No facilities on the premises, but
culling can be arranged lor clients.
Mobile Recording: For this work, a Vortexion
mixer Is used in addition to the normal studio
equipment.
Catering: Light refreshment available.
Parking: No problem.
Hourly Rates:
£
Recording (Mono/Slereo)
3.50
Recording (Mono/Stereo), speech only
3.00
Editing
1.00
Tape Charge: Per 18 cm reel, approximately 2.50
Disc Rates (Acetates):
33} t.p.m. 25.5 cm, single-sided
2.25
33jr r.p.m. 25.5 cm, double-sided
2.90
33i r.p.m. 30.5 cm, single-sided
1.75
33j r.p.m. 30.5 cm, double-sided
3.50
33i r.p.m. 18 cm, double-sided mini LP
2.25
45 r.p.m. 18 cm. single-sided SP
1.20
45 r.p.m. 18 cm, double sided SP
1.60
45 r.p.m. 18 cm, single-sided EP
1.60
45 r.p.m. 18 cm, double-sided EP
2.10
Other Charges: Rates for pressings, mobile recording, and other facilities are available on application.
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David Kirk field
tests the VCS3 electronic
music synthesiser

fill! urn

IMAGINE a series of audio frequeacy
oscillators, each capable of modulating
the pitch and level of the others. Imagine also a
filter, the cut-off frequency of which may be
controlled by the output of an oscillator or by
any audio or subsonic signal. Imagine an
envelope shaper with variable attack/sustain/
decay/off times, a noise generator, a reverberation unit, and a comprehensive linking
system by which any signal sources may be
connected to any processors. There, in perhaps a confusing nutshell, you have the VCSS.
The letters VCS represent Voltage Controlled
Studio. A simple example of voltage control
technique is the rapid pitch variation obtained

when an alternating voltage is applied to the
base of a transistor wired in an Eccles-Jordan
multivibrator. I found nothing as familiar as
a plain flip-flop in the VCSS circuits, which
proved complex enough to dispel any thought
of building my own.
Fig. 1 shows the patch panel adopted by
EMS in preference to the jack sockets and
cables employed on the essentially similar
Moog Synthesiser. Signal sources and 'treatments' are labelled down the left-hand side of
the patch board. These may be connected in
any permutation to the signal inputs and
control inputs listed along the top of the
board. The link is made by inserting a pin not
unlike a sub-miniature jack plug. Reference
numbers and letters are printed opposite the
sources/treatments (1 to 16) and signal/control
inputs (A to P). A pin in IA joins oscillnior I
sinewave to the meter. The meter may be
switched to read control voltages or signal
level. Position IB links the sinewave to Channel
1 output, which can if desired be monitored on
the left of the two side facing internal loudspeakers. Position IC connects the sinewave to
Channel 2, all resulting in fig. 2.
Moving the pin to ID connects the sinewave
to the signal input of the envelope shaper but
you hear nothing until you push a further pin
into I2B, connecting the envelope output to
the Channel 1 monitor output (fig. 3). The
sound heard now depends on the attack/
sustain/decay/off times determined by rotary
control on the steep-sided control panel. These
are calibrated
0 to 10. Zero attack and sustain
Con1) sellings, with a 7 decay setting, sounds
not unlike an electric guitar. Raising the
attack setting to 7 produces a sound doser to a
mouth-organ. I should mention that the unit
is not designed to imiute acoustic instruments
and is not particularly good at such imitations.
Moving along to IE connects the sinewave
172

to one input of the ring modulator. A pin
inserted at 13B joins the ring modulator output
to the Channel 1 monitor but nothing is heard
until a modulating signal is connected to the
second input of the ring modulator, A link at
4F feeds a triangular wave from oscillator 2 to
the second input of the ring modulator. The
resultant sound is the sum of the levels of the
two tones (fig. 4). If one oscillator is reduced
to a subsonic frequency, the other set at say
I kHz, the result is a I kHz lone rising and
falling in level like an enraged sputnik. If the
subsonic oscillator is raised to an audible
pitch, heterodynes introduce an altogether
different tone through the beating of one
oscillator with another.
Clearing the patchboard, we now place a
pin in IG, joining the sine oscillator to the
spring reverberation unit. A pin at I4B feeds
the reverb output to the Channel 1 monitor.
Reverberation may be mixed in manually
though its effect on a constant tone is of little
interest to the ear. If the pitch is varied,
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MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION. Vottege controlled electronic muelc/eound^rflecte
geoMstar. Power requirement: Z20 to 340 V
or 108 to 118 V. 60 or 80 Hr. Battery operation
posalble. Internal aources: Otclllltor >; 1 Hr to
10 kHz alne and ramp, Oscillator 3; 1 Hi to 10 kHz
square and ramp, Oscillators: 0.08 Hi approx to
500 Hz square and ramp. Rlter when set to selfoscillate supplies yartsbla frequency slnewave.
Trapezold signal produced by envelope generator. Noise generator with amplitude and coloration controls. Internal treatmants: Envelope
(attack/decay generator), reverberation spring
unit, bandpass filter and IC Iranslotmerless ring
modulator. Input aensllivHIaa; Two B mV AC
Into 600 ohms, One zSO pA Into 600 ohms; ±3,8 V
DC or 1.B V AC Into 80 K. Oulputsi Two 10 V
into 50 ohms (headphones), Two 3 V Into 800
ohms (line), and DC control outpuL Internal
monitors: Slde-fecIng loudspeakers driven by
1 W amplifiers. Fin Ink: Solid afrormosla cabinet.
Slide-out bottom and rear panels. Plastic on
heavy gauge aluminium, taking temporary was
pencil marks. Dimensions (HWD): 438 x 444 x
419 mm. Weight: 10.3 kg. Manufacturer: Electronic Music Studios (London) Ltd, 49 Deodar
Road, London 8W.1B.
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however, (he interference of the tlidint tone
with the delayed lignal begin* to acquire a
mutical value. We can slide the pitch by
hand, or set a separate oscillator to do the job
automatically. A pin at 61 joins the triangular
output of oscillator 3 to the frequency-control
input of oscillator 1. Oscillator S operates
over a fairly low range of frequeacie* (0.03 Hz
to 500 Hz) and is a mote versatile eource of
control voltages than the 1 Hz to 10 kHz
oxiilasors / and 2 (ig. 5).
Again clearing the patchboard, we connect
oscillator I slnewave to the signal input of the
filter. A pin at 10B joins the filter output to the
Channel I monitor. Varying the Alter frequency
control alters the timbre of the slnewave. This
variation may alto be automated by connecting, for example, a subaonic triangular wave
from otdUator 3 to the filter frequency control
input, 6N (flg. 6). Depending on the triangular
wave level and the manual frequency control
positions, the resultant sound can be varied
from a rhythmic pulse to the effect obtained
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with a "wah-wah" device (a commercially
produced pedal-operated tone control which I
gather shifts from maximum bass and minimum
treble to maximum treble, minimum bass, at
the swing of a foot).
A pin inserted at II joins the sine output
of oscillator / to the frequency control input of
oscillator J. If any link is going to blow the
fuses, this (flg. 7) should be the one. Happily
the fuses remain intact and, remarkably, the
oscillator remains stable. Nothing is heard
until a pin at IB feeds the tnvewavc to Channel
1 output. A rotary knob on the oscillator I
control panel allows the sinewave level to be
increased. A constant-pitch sine tone increases
in level and, at about calibration 3 on the 0 to
10 scale, begins to reduce its own pitch.
A more appropriate arrangement is the use of
a subsonic sinewave from oscillator 1 to control
the frequency of oscillator 2. This is accomplished by pins at 1J and (to bear the oscillator 2
squarewave output) 3B. If the tegular rise and
fall in squarewave pitch is monotonous, it can
be rendered more interesting by altering the
sine shape. Similarly, the squarewave mark/
space ratio can be manually controlled. Still
travelling across the top patch board tow, a
pin at IK connects the oscillator J sinewave to
the frequency control input of the osdllator 3,
identical to oscillator 2 except in its frequency
limits. Two or more osdllators can be frequency modulated by a single control voltage, as
in flg. 8.
I thought I had explored the VCS3 fairly
thoroughly before starting this report but the
JL connection proved a totally new effectWinding the oscillator I sinewave down to 1 Hz,
(eoHllmied oh page 175)

MILLBANK

MUSIGMASTER

MIXER

IN I CHANNEL MONO/STEREO MIXER WITH SWITCHEH INPUTS
Each channel Includes:
Bass and Treble Tone Controls
Sensitivity continuously variable over a
wide range. Linear Motion Fader.

Vi

Selector Switch for:
A.
B.
C
D.
E.

Low Z Microphone
Balanced 600 a Line
Off
I V into 100 Ka
5 mv Into I Kfl.

SELF POWERED FROM A.C. MAINS ,.. LOCKING DIN AND JACK INPUTS , . TWIN OUTPUTS I V
Into 10 K.
Write or phone for details of this and other Mlllbank Mixers.
At Millbank we've got it^made
Millbank Electronics
Forest Row, Sussex, England.
Telephone Forest Row 2288 (0342-82-2288)

mm
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* SEE US AT APAE
STAND A1/2

International

Exhibition of equipment for the industrial & entertainment fields

CAMDEN TOWN HALL (opposite St. Pancras Station) LONDON
MARCH 16-19 1971 • 1000 HRS-1800 HRS DAILY (Final day 1000 hrs-1700 hrs)
SPECIAL LATE NIGHT — WEDNESDAY 17th to 2100 HRS.

Admission free by trade card or by ticket from ;
The Association of Public Address Engineers,
394 Northolt Road, South Harrow, Middlesex, HA2 8EY.
Telephone: 01-864 3405/6
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THE FINE ART OF VOLTAGE CONTROL
CONTINUED
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this connection controls the decay lime of any
tone fed through the envelope shaper. Inserting
pins at 3D (oscillator 2 squarewave to envelope
input) and 12B (envelope output to Channel 1
monitor) produces a rattling alarm clock tone
when attack/on/decay/off times are at zero. As
the decay control is increased to calibration 6,
this resolves to the effect of fingers drumming
casually on one note of a piano. A linking pin
at 6J modulates the squarewave pitch, thus our
drumming 'pianist' runs his fingers up and
down the keyboard (fig. 9). The oscillator 3
wave-shape control governs the speeds at
which the notes rise and fall in pitch.
Clearing the patchboard, we now join the
sinewave output to the reverb mix control
input, position 1M. A further join in IA
allows us to set a healthy low-frequency
meter swing. We connect the squarewave
oscillator to the reverb signal input, connect
another oscillator to modulate the squarewave
pitch, then connect the squarewave output to
Channel 1 and the reverb output to Channel 2.
Channel 1 now carries the 'dry' squarewave,
rising and falling in pitch, while Channel 2
carries the same signal plus a 'laughing' cycle of
dry and full reverberation (fig. 10). The
'laughter' can be increased into a bubbling
warble by raising the still subsonic frequency
of the reverb-mix control sinewave. The
reverberation facility is one of the few nonfoolproof devices on the VCS3. Care should be
taken to avoid mechanical feedback between
the monitor loudspeakers and the reverb
spring.
Patch position IN joins the sinewave oscillator to the filter frequency control input,
working in the manner already described.
Connection lOand IP result in the Channel
1 and 2 output levels being modulated by a
sinewave.
The signal sources and treatments listed on
the left-hand side of the patchboard should be
clear from fig. 1. Oscillators 1, 2 and 3
each have two basic waveforms and all six
shapes may be used as signals or control
voltages. Noise (hiss to the unenlightened) has
little obvious value as a control voltage but is
invaluable for one real-life imitation the VCS3
can do admirably: wind, rain and sea effects.
Two input channels are incorporated and
Fig. II (top right)
Close up of main control
panel.
Fig. 12 (right) Rear
view, cover removed,
showing the three
main circuit boards and
input/output sockets.
Fig. 13 (tar right)
Base removed to show
patch panel wiring,
reverb spring container,
power supply and
ioystick mechanism.
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may be routed through the patchboard: tape
machine, a microphone, an electric guitar, or
perhaps a second yCS3. EMS produce a
monophonic (in the musical sense) three-octave
keyboard oscillator to feed the VCS3. This
provides an extra tone source, a control
voltage, or both. The keyboard is sensitive to
depression speed—the faster (or harder) a key
is pressed, the louder the note. This facility
may be over-ridden if not required. The
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dynamic voltage can be used to control the
frequency of an oscillator so that, the hardcr
you press any one note, the higher the pitch. If
you wish to extend a 6% frequency change
(one semitone) over the entire keyboard, this is
easily accomplished. Similarly, an octave may
be compressed into a very narrow portion of
the keyboard if a fCSS player wishes to depart
from musical convention.
The filter output, labelled below the two
inputs, has its value as a signal/control voltage
treatment and as a tone source. If a subsonic
control waveform is producing undesirable
clicks, these can be removed by means of the
filter. The filter converts into a variable
frequency oscillator when the 'response'
control is turned fully clockwise. Then the
filter frequency control input becomes another
oscillator pitch control.
Yet another signal source is the trapezoid
waveform generated by the envelope shaper,not
to be confused with the envelope signal.
At the end of the list of 'treatments' are the
ring modulator and reverb outputs, either of
which may be monitored or used to control
(continued overleaf)
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THE FINE ART OF VOLTAGE CONTROL
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FIG. 12 SEA SHORE FX. BASIC PATCH
DSC 2

another signal. Two methods of manually
controlling VCS3 circuits have been combined
in a joystick, situated to the right of the
patchboard. Lateral and vertical movements
respectively operate one of two potentiometers,
their voltage ranges governed by separate
presets. Pins at 151 and 16J would result in
lateral stick movement controlling the pitch
of oscillator 1, and vertical movements the
pitch of oscillator 2.
The above description should show that, by
any standard, the VCS3 is a remarkably
flexible piece of electronic apparatus. Yet it is
only when you try to picture the number of
simultaneous interacting patch pattern permutations and control positions that the full
capability of this unit can be understood.
Fig. 11 shows the layout of the main control
panel. Three of the 29 rotary controls on this
panel have slow-motion gears, these being the
frequency controls of the three oscillators.
Tuning of the VCSS proved very stable during
the month of tests, the control voltage/
frequency ratio being virtually constant
throughout the I Hz to 10 kHz range. Thus
two or more oscillators controlled by a single
keyboard voltage remain in tune right across
the keyboard. To be sure of this facility, it is
necessary to align presets inside the basic £330
VCS3 following the instructions in the Operator's Manual; or pay an extra £20 for a factoryaligned unit.
The role of the various controls should be
obvious from the panel labelling. A red bulb
between the attack/on envelope shaper controls provides a visual indication of the
envelope beat. If the envelope off control is
turned fully clockwise, the start of each
attack/decay cycle requires a manual signal,
either from the attack button next to the joystick or from an external signalling device.
The keyboard provides such a signal each
time a note is pressed. If the keyboard is
employed as a control voltage source (controlling one or more oscillators in the VCS3),
initial tuning is accomplished by turning the
Channel 1 input level control (adjacent to the
noise generator panel). Fingering the middle
octave of the keyboard, the control is turned
until the two notes occupy the desired interval.
The setting is fairly critical and, if you ever
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hear a badly tuned VCS3, the blame probably
lies with whoever set this control.
Two terminals near the pin storage panel
allow the connection of external equipment.
Alternatively one can break a pin and run leads
straight into the patchboard. Before taking
such steps, however, try the row of 6.25 mm
jack sockets at the rear. These comprise two
microphone inputs, two line inputs, two line
outputs, a control voltage output and high
level (stereo headphone) output. Connection
to the keyboard is made through a multipin
umbilical.
A set of dope sheets is supplied with the
VCS3 to record the control settings and pin
positions of successful projects. Each sheet is
simply a drawing of the instrument face, with
ample space for calibration numbers and so on.
Each control has a dope sheet code number (1
to 39) and it would be quite easy to convey the

Fig. 14 Keyboard
close-up. Frequency,
tuning spread and
level controls affect
the Internal
oscillator. The
dynamic range control
varies the loud/soft
touch sensitivity.

contents of a sheet by telephone. The Operator's Manual contains several example sheets,
demonstrating a variety of effects obtainable by
an experienced performer. One of ray own
permutations carries the title 'Self-generated
melodies' and places the VCS3 into a state
which burbles to itself in a pleasant pattern of
notes taking something like a minute to repeat.
Another is an effective stereo sea-shore
synthesis, again taking a fairly long period to
repeat (fig. J2). Visiting EMS some lime ago, I
heard a realistic storm which 1 have been unable
to imitate successfully.
Setting up to match the keyboard requires a
different approach to the "playing itself
technique. The keyboard oscillator produces a
triangular wave which one might choose to
pass through a filter, the filter frequency being
modulated by a very slow sinewave. Or use the
keyboard to control the apparent pitch of
filtered noise. There seem to be a hunared
ways of imitating a Woolworth's organ, all of
them tiring to the ear. When you increase the
patch complexity, however, things begin to
happen. There have been occasions in the last
month when I wondered whether I was testing
the yCS3 or it was testing me. In the first few
days I often convinced myself that one or more
units was faulty, only to find that one control or
pin was in the wrong position. I developed the
habit of confusing the adjacent Ring mod and
Reverb patch outputs, reading only the first
R of each label. My one criticism of VCS3
ergonomics is that reverb and filter output
rows on the patch panel should be transposed.
Which is my way of saying I cannot fault
the unit. The VCSS is well designed, very well
manufactured, and provides invaluable facilities to the composer, music and physics teachers, and the recording studio.
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PART SIXTEEN-STEREO MICROPHONE TECHNIQUE by Angus McKenzie

IN the course of a lecture on stereo microphone technique 1 gave recently at the
Northern Polytechnic, 1 played an excerpt
from a recording of a symphony which had
been taped using mullimike and coincident
techniques.
The audience was not told
initially which recording was which. The first
was the mullimike (eventually issued) and the
second was coincident. Both were Dolbyed.
Only 30% preferred the mullimike recording
whereas 70% preferred the unissued coincident one. The recording was made in a
large ball which was fairly reverberant. It
was obvious, from the sound of the two
recordings, that belter results would have
been achieved if the coincident microphones
had been set to a crossed hypercardioid
pattern rather than a crossed bi-directional
one which tended to pick up too much reverberation. Approximately half those who
voted for the mullimike version admitted they
would have voted for the coincident if there
had been less reverberation pick up. This is
rather a condemnation of mullimike technique.
At a later dale I played the same excerpts
to a group of friends in my listening room.
Almost the same percentage voted in favour
of coincident recording. The audience at the
Northern Polytechnic lecture were very
surprised when told which recording was
which. It was generally agreed that the bass
end was considerably cleaner and better
defined in the coinddent recording, and the
positioning of the instruments, especially at
the back of the orchestra, much more realistic.
It is only fair to add that those who preferred the mullimike recording claimed the
closer technique sounded more exciting and
brought out some of the parts more clearly.
This, however, is a debatable point. Of
course dose miking will make the instruments
closest to the mikes in question come over
more clearly but instruments in between
mikes will be subjected to serious phase
differences which will tend to make their
sound wander. This is particularly so at the
bass end. Another comparison was made of
two balances produced in the BBC's Maida
Vale One studio. The first was a simple
coincident pair with one or two extra mikes
bringing in the sides of the orchestra. The
second used 19 microphones and the studio
reverberation was replaced largely by tape-

delayed stereo plate reverberation, the echo
sound channel being fed to a tape recorder
running at 19 cm/s and the output of this
recorder to a stereo EMT plate. The output
was mixed with the main desk output to
provide a controlled reverberation. Although
the excerpts were of different pieces of music,
the two items were chosen to have similar
orchestras. In this case, only one member of
the audience preferred the coincident mike
technique. The others all agreed that the
studio reverberation gave more coloration to
the sound. A number of other excerpts were
played to show the faults of different microphone techniques, such as two spaced mikes
giving an enormous hole in the middle.
Another interesting example was that of an
over wide and too close technique employed
in recording a harpsichord. The excerpt played
was a copy of a current LP recording. The
harpsichord sound stretched across the entire
width of the loudspeakers, giving the listeners
the feeling that their heads were inside the
instrument.
Difference channel
Dolbyed coincident piano recordings were
played, one recording being with crossed
hypercardioid and the other bi-directional
directivity patterns. It was generally felt that
the hypercardioid recording was more pleasing, although less reverberant. The pure Blumlein crossed bi-directional tended on this
occasion to make the piano sound loo wide.
However, the sound of the latter recording
improved dramatically when the difference
channel gain was reduced in a sum and difference channel amplifier employed in the playback circuit. This proved the importance of
having this facility in a recording chain, allowing the use of a technique with a complete
control on the width of sound.
It was generally agreed, in many cases with
surprise by engineers who had not previously
even considered coincident mike techniques,
that this gave superb results when the reverberation characteristics of the hall or studio
were favourable. In general, the smaller the
ensemble to be recorded, the more suitable was
this technique. A typical example of this is
once again the BBC's Maida Vale One studio
which is used almost entirely by chamber
groups and very small orchestras that can
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sound excellent with only one stereo microphone.
One member of the audience at the lecture
brought up the point that chamber music
should be recorded in conditions similar to
those used for the original performances. For
instance, much baroque music sounds best in
domestic locations or small halls, whereas
other such works can sound magnificent in a
church. A location with a magnificent acoustic
for chamber groups and small orchestras is
St John's, Smith Square, used regularly by the
BBC, Argo and Decca. The acoustics are
particularly suitable for coincident mike techniques. as used in the Monday lunchtime
stereo broadcasts. Almost always the engineers
use just two CJ2A or a single C24, and the
sound produced is some of the finest broadcast.
If the room has too dry an acoustic, an extra
mike for reverberation pick up may well be an
advantage. This may make an unsatisfactory
ambience even more noticeable, however. Since
it is difficult to take satisfactory reverberation
devices on mobile recordings, it is probably
belter to select the echo send components to
the third and fourth channels of a multilrack
tape recorder, allowing these to be added later
in the studio.
Another engineer made the point that he
had previously been biased towards mullimike
techniques simply because, with the facilities
of multi-track tape recorders, everyone strives
to get maximum separation between instruments and instrument groups. I suspect from
this that many engineers asked to record
classical works have relatively little experience
of hearing these works live rather than on
disc. They consequently tend to have distorted
views of how the classical orchestra should
best be reproduced, striving for more presence
and more excitement, taking the orchestra to
pieces and rebuilding it bit by bit. I would go
so far as to suggest that the actual stereo techniques employed by many companies were
better 10 or 15 years ago than they are now.
I would conclude by suggesting that, rather
than abandoning mullimike techniques overnight, a coincident pair should be set up in as
good a position as possible and the outputs
separately taken to two tracks of a multilrack
machine so that they can be played back
independently. Many engineers are already
convinced that this should be done.

Its excellent technical

performance is only exceeded

by its extreme versatility.'
Denys Killick, May 1970 Tape Recording Magazine
Recording system 2-track monaural recording and
playback.
Power requirements AC: 110, 120, 220 or 240V, 50
or 60 Hz; DC: 12V (8 x HP2 batteries or car/boat battery).
Semiconductors 16 transistors, 9 diodes, 2 thermistors,
1 IC for microphone section.
Reel capacity 5 inch.
Tape speeds 1\. 3f, Ij and H i.p.s. (19, 9-5. 4 8 and
2-4 cm/s).
Frequency response 30 - 18,000 Hz at 7^ ips;
30 - 13,000 Hz at 3| ips; 30 - 7,000 Hz at 11 ips;
30 - 4,000 Hz at
ips.
Speaker Sj in x 6j in.
Power output 1 watt.
Input jacks External microphone, 600 ohms,
0-19 mV; Auxiliary input, 100k ohms, 0 062V.
Output jack Monitor earphone. 8 ohms or 10k
ohms, 0-775V at 10k ohms.
Battery life Up to 6? hours in continuous
recording.
Dimensions 12^ in. (w) x 4|| in. (h) x
lOi in. (d).
Weight 11 lb. 13 oz. including batteries.

Supplied accessories Microphone F-26S. reel R-5A,
magnetic earphone ME-20A, connecting cord RK-69, 8
Sony super batteries, demonstration tape, AC power cord,
head cleaning ribbon.
Recommended optional accessories Telephone pickup TP-4S, car battery cord DCC-2AW. foot switch FS-5,
carrying case with shoulder strap LC-8B, voice-command
microphone F-83.

Battery/mains portable tape
recorder, model TC-800B
Recommended retail price £86 75
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ISLAND STUDIOS, just round the comer
from Portobello Road, report that they are
building a new reduction room. Their 20
channel four output desk is by Helios Electronics, who also built the desks for Island's
two studios. Associated with the reduction
room will be a small overdubbing booth,
accommodating up to four people.
From Barcelona, Senor Pepina of the
Compania del Gramofono-Odeon reports that
their studio is undergoing modifications,
details of which will be announced shortly.
More news of Continental activities, this
time from the Danish engineering firm of
N. P. Petersen, who announce that they have
recently delivered an advanced mixing console
to the leading recording studio in that country,
Metronome Reccrds. Again, further details
of the project have been promised, and it will
be interesting to see how fast the record
industry is expanding over there, compared
with the state of affairs in this country.
This leads me to wonder about the exact
state of the British recording industry at the
moment. The first hint that business was
becoming slack reached me when I was
woken one morning by a session musician,
telephoning to ask if 1 knew why he was out
of work. Hesitating to suggest that he might
not be a very good musician, 1 listened while
he told mc that he used to have regular work
in studios but that lately things had become
very slack. At the time I knew nothing of
this but, since then, a few studios have made
similar comments. At the time of writing
(February) most of the major studios seem to
be as busy as ever. IBC for example, have
had numerous sessions booked by Leon
Henry Productions, featuring Glenn Weston,
Christine Holmes, Manfred Mann, and more
work by the New Seekers. All these were
produced by Dave Mackay and engineered
by John Pantry, who has also been busy
continuing with a Brass Monkey album for
Egg Productions, co-produccd by Doug Flett
and Guy Fletcher, Meanwhile, Mike Claydon
has been occupied at the desk with a Bee
Gee's album for the Robert Stigwood Organisation. a Long John Baldry album, and more
work on Graham Bonnet's A & M Records'
LP, produced by Trevor Gordon. For the
Harold Davidson Agency, Barry Ryan and
producer Bill Landis have been doing some
work engineered by Brian S ott. Other work
at IBC includes an album of Rosetta Hightower, produced by Ian Green for CBS, and
an album called Sing Children Sing by Lesley
Duncan. This was produced by her husband
Jimmy Horowitz, who also produced a single
by French singer Virginia Vee. John Pantry,
having been busy for some time with a Peter
E. Bennett album for RCA produced by
Chinaman Tokknam Aw, is just starting some

BY KEITH WICKS

16 track sessions for a Leon Henry Productions album featuring the Mixtures, the
Australian group who have had so much
success with their Pushbike song.
The disc channels have also been active,
among other things cutting 60 stereo masters
for Polydor.
On the technical side, news from IBC is
that their vocal and reduction suite, with a
new 16-track Ampex MM 1000, should be
fully operational by mid March. They will
then start the installation of a new desk in
Studio A.
Another studio being re-equipped is EMI
at Abbey Road. Studio manager Gus Cook
tells me that they are up to their eyes in work
installing a new mixer in Studio Three,
and completing the rebuilding of Studio One's
interior. New equipment at EMI will include
a 16 track Studer.
Also going 16 track is Recorded Sound.
Their recent activities encompass many fields :
a number of jingles have been recorded,
and the group Tin Tin put together an
album produced by Maurice Gibb and
engineered by Eric David Holand. A
press reception was held for Julie Ege.
Julie recorded her song Love at these studios
earlier this year. Victor Sylvester recorded 12
numbers for Pye in extra-quick time, taking
just two three-hour sessions, and Philip
Swem put down some album tracks for Pinpoint Record Promotions. The Fantastics
have been in. Jack Bavestock has started an
album for Stud Records, and Dave Cash has
recorded the group Sky for Groovy Music.
At the moment Dave is a regular visitor to
Recorded Sound. Along with Tommy Vance,
he records disc jockey shows for Radio
Monte Carlo International, which started
broadcasting on 205 m last November. All
English language DJ shows for this station
are produced from Recorded Sound using a
pair of Garrard turntables, and the reduction
room desk.
Also doing DJ work is Squire Sound in
Charlbert Street, NWS, believed to be the
first studio of its kind in Britain. Measuring
only 3.5 x 2.5 m. and using only one microphone (AKG D202), the studio was designed
179

by managing director Roger Squire. It
provides all the fadlitiet necessary for DJs
wanting to produce demonstration tapes or
finished programmes, and can also be used for
such things as commercials and trailers.
The idea of the studio was conceived by
Roger as being a logical development of hit
mobile discotheque activities. The project
looks like being a great success, judging by
the people who have taken an interest during
its first weeks. Dave Cash is interested in
using Squire for some of his work, and DJs
Chris Grant and Nicky B. Home were recently
making a demonstration tape. This will
eventually be presented to Station 77 WABC
New York City in the hope that they will
want regular programmes of this kind. Chris
Grant explained that the modern British
DJ's approach was appreciated in the States
at the moment, so they may do well in this
field, especially if they can maintain the very
high standard of production I heard when 1
was at the studio. Chris and Nick arc developing their own style, and presenting themselves
as a duo. Home and Grant. Home is the
intelligent character, and Grant (in his own
words), is "the public school thickic'.
The fact that people who have used the
studio are so pleased with the results is proof
enough that this set up, although very small,
can adequately do the job for which it was
designed.
The studio was first soundproofed by
incorporating double doors, a false ceiling,
and blocking in a window with two sheets of
plate glass, hardboard, felt, carpet, and foam
rubber. The insulation is now very good and
is sufficient to deal with low flying aircraft
which are evidently common in that area.
The microphone, an AKG D202, is suspended at one end of the room over a couple
of turntables by Russco of California. To the
right is a third gram unit and, on the left, a
Spotmaster 500 C cartridge machine for
jingles. Other equipment includes a Fcrrograph Series 1 (mainly for tape inserts into
programmes), and a pair of Revox stereo
recorders. At the back of the room is a six
channel mixer made to Roger Squire's
specification by Alice Electronics under the
supervision of the firm's chief engineer, Ted
Fletcher. The grams arc fadable by the DJ,
while the microphone has a simple on/olt
switch. In the event of having no producer or
engineer at the desk, the studio can still be
operated by the DJ alone, levels being taken
care of by limiters incorporated in the desk.
This system of working means that it is not
necessary to provide a level meter for the DJ.
Roger Squire's next move will be to visit a
number of commercial stations in the States,
with the idea of selling them prerecorded
programmes.
{continued on page IS!)
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FANTASTIC PHILIPS PR012 OFFER

Compare the ran^e of features.

Then compare the|price.

Most tape recorders have at least
one good feature. And they're sold with
the emphasis on that one, to take your
mind off the things they haven't got, or
the things they'd rather not talk about.
Philips PRO 12 is-different. It
combines in one tape recorder all the
Yll SAKE £60!
features you can usually only find
separately in others. And they're all
up to the sort of standard that makes
them leading selling points.
To start with, there's the frequency PHILIPS
response. It betters Dpi standard 45511,
which gives the requirements for
professional studio recorders. Even at
PRO
its lowest tape speed of 3} ips, the
""o
PRO 12 is at least the equal of many
*
large studio recorders currently in use
12
at 15 ips. The sound quality of the
y
PRO 12 is so good it could be used for
LIST
\
#■
immediate broadcast purposes.
PRICE
The rest of the specifications are as
you'd expect in a tape recorder of this
rrtf.
quality; low harmonic distortion, good £249 50
signal-to-noise ratio, minimum wow
and flutter, excellent speed stability
V
with the classic three-motor design.
In its standard version, the PRO 12
£66.50
US
allows for twin-track stereo, twin-track
DOWN
mono and dual-track mono on i inch
2 monthly
tape; an alternative version
yments of
I.SO (total
allows for quarter-track stereo or mono.
(204.50)
It also has separate heads and
PRICE £189-50
separate amplifiers for both recording
and playback at either of its speeds, 3J
I AUDIO
or 7i ips, and provides before and after
T0T.CT, \«
BDAD TUBE) %
tape <A-B) monitoring either visually or
I VISUAL
aurally.
oxronnsr
NEWOXEOROST WEST END SHOWROOMS
A strqboscope for checking tape
146 Charing Cross Rd.,WC2 Tel.: 01^36 336S
speeds is built in, and there are
HEADQUARTERS. SHOWROOMS AND MAIL ORDER
146
264-8 Upper Tooting Rd., London SWI7
individual correction filters at both
Tel.: 01-672 4471/2 and 9175
speeds plus microphone, diode and line
p othMAWji! Please send me details of your
inputs for each channel.
services wilhoul obligation
SI
Among the other things you can do Companies} at an
I
with the PRO 12 are transcribe from
26
I
NAME.
one track to the other, fade in, fade out, amateur price.
^2
I
pause, cue, dub, and get echo effects.
Visit either of our
I
In fact the performance specification showrooms, or
ADDPBSS.
se
I
is so varied yet so exact that every
Bwnai
send off the
machine is tested individually as it is
I
rets
coupon today.
assembled, and then certified by the
>
I
engineer whose signature is on the test
I
TDCT!NG BflDADWAY TUBE
report that accompanies every PRO 12.
.1

STUDIO DIARY CONTINUED
AIR are as busy as ever, work continuing
on albums for Procul Harem, Stan Getz,
Cilia Black, T. Rex and the Strawbs. Others
at the studio have included Roger Cook,
Onyx, Badfinger, Barry Ryan. Quatcrmass,
Laurie Marshall, Chct Atkins, a new group
called Young & Renshaw, and a very new
group called the Sensations. Other work has
included jingles for Airy Dell, and Bible
reading by Sir Lawrence Olivier. Obviously
no shortage of work at AIR.
At De Lane Lea's Dean Street premises,
John Stewart engineered Rose Garden for
the New World, a Grist Brothers album for
Capitol, and an album for Curtis Muldoon and
Mike Hurst. David Stock has been doing a
Lee Lynch album, and music dubbing for a
film called Forever More, while Louie Austin
has been engineering a Barry Ryan single.
Louie has been working at the company's
Kingsway studios, doing an album for a
Continental group called Main Horse, and
some work for a Gordon Guiltrap LP. The
latter was co-engineered by Martin Birch who
also did a Fleetwood Mac album and single,
albums for Gary Farr, Peter Green, Rock
Workshop, and Gin House, and a single for
Deep Purple.
To put the record straight, the name of the
studio manager at Trident is Malcolm Toft.
In the past I have written his name as Malcombe
and gone to great lengths to ensure that this
spelling, obtained from a well known year
book, was not de-fee-d. After my spelling
lesson, Malcolm filled me in on the studio's
recent activities.
The group Legend has been in with producer Tony Visconti, the sessions being
engineered by Roy Baker. Robin Cable
worked on an album produced by Roger
Bain featuring Indian Summer, and on a
Spring album produced by Gus Dudgeon.
Engineer Ken Scott's tasks have included
laying down album tracks for Linda Lewis,
Dogfeet, and Arthur's Mother.
As well as doing studio work, Trident went

HI

book reviews

HI-FI IN THE HOME. By John Crabbe. Second
edition, revised and updated. 330 pages, 94 line
and half-tone Illustrations. Pries £2. Published
by Blandford Press Ltd, 187 High Holborn, London
W.C.I.

mobile to the Lyceum Ballroom, covering the
three hour Baker-Jones drum battle with two
16 track machines. Twenty-four microphones
were set up and fed to a couple of Neve
mixers supplied by Granada, one having 16
channels, and the other eight. As these desks
had only four outputs each, echo and foldback facilities were used to route some sources
to tracks, so that all 16 tracks were utilised.
Monitoring units consisted of four Lockwood
cabinets with Tannoy Red speaker units,
which Malcolm, like many other people,
prefers to the Golds. (The reasons he gives is
that their response is better, and they don't
blow so easily.) Engineer at the Lyceum
affair was Roy Baker who apparently felt that
16 tracks were not quite enough for that
particular session.
Mixing desk
Final news from Trident is that they have
just put a mixing desk in their tape copy
room. Designed and built by studio stalf,
it has six channels with full equalisation and
two outputs. This means that comprehensive
copying facilities are now available at a more
economical rate than when copying was
carried out in the studio suite.
At Marquee, Judas Jump has been recording a new single for the Aquarius label with
ex-Stones producer Andrew Oldham. Ian
Fisher flew over from France to record a
Jug Band single for Mussin Music. This
session was engineered by Colin Cauldwell,
and took place before an invited audience in
order to get a 'good party atmosphere'. As
at most good parties, abundant booze helped
things along. Also at the studio has been
Mark Wirzt of Teenage Opera fame, working
on a single, and Doris Henderson's Ecleclion
have been laying down tracks for a new
album under the musical direction and production of Jimmy Horowitz. Jonathan King
has been trying out new tracks for the Weathermen, and Dr Moog has been demonstrating
his electronic music synthesizer for the benefit
of the press, groups, and other interested
parties. Ex-Bonzo Dog, Roger Ruskin Spear,
was at Marquee recently. To anyone familiar

with this band, the list of instruments on
Roger's session will be regarded as nothing
out of the ordinary. They included an electric
trouser press, electrically amplified tailor's
dummy, electric bed spring, and members of
the press. Anyone mystified is recommended
to experience this kind of performance as a
description would convey very little. Engineer
Phil Dunne remarked that it was a change
from the usual lead guitar, bass and drums.
Spot Productions have also been deviating
from the run-of-the-mill material and go down
in the history books as having carried out, on
behalf of EMI, the first stereo recording for
Pakistan. Vocalist Alam Lohar had an
instrumental backing which included such
unusual things as tabla, bongos and harmonium. Although the sound was rather
strange, it was much liked by the studio
staff. Two tracks had additional female vocal
accompaniment, and the whole album, which
consisted of a dozen numbers, was laid down
in three three-hour sessions all on the same
day.
Judy Stevens, star of ATV's Girts About
Town, recorded the title song of the play,
After Haggerty, which opened recently at the
Criterion. The song was written by Judy's
husband, actor John White, and the recording,
produced by Knightsbridge Theatrical Productions, is played at the end of each performance.
Other work at Spot has included a number
of children's records for Avenue Recordings,
and a Derek Nimmo single. Hip Hip Hooray,
made on behalf of Lynton Maitland Associates.
With a smile, Derek admitted making a flop
of a single some time ago, and was rather
modest about his latest effort. It is, however,
a very pleasant number in the GrWarfcategory
which his connections think may go right up
the charts. Backing on the session consisted
of two trumpets, trombone, bass guitar, piano,
electric guitar, drums and celeste.
Finally a short item from Art Record
Productions of Surrey. They have recorded
Please Don't Step on my Feet by Agapus, and
the studio hope to release this soon on their
own label.

JOHN Crabbe's book, one might well call it
a vade mecum, was first published in 1968.
It has proved so popular that the second edition
is with us already. Only minor changes have
been made; recent developments in tape cassettes and four-channel stereo are now covered,
while the typical budgets and list of suggested
recordings have been updated. The ease of reference, a feature of the book, has been further
increased by the adoption of itemised page
headings in chapters dealing with equipment,
and by the expansion of the glossary and bibliography.
To summarise for those who may have missed
the original review (by John Fisher, Tape
Recorder, February, 1969), the book sets out
to provide the music lover, who may be completely non-technical, with a commonsense,
comprehensible guide to the better reproduction of music in his home, through the intelligent choice and proper installation of the
appropriate equipment. In my view, it succeeds
181

admirably, steering the reader through the
whole subject (and round many pitfalls) in a
logical and painless manner, avoiding gratuitous jargon, and explaining technical terms
where they necessarily crop up. Any reader
who wants to delve farther into technicalities
is given a good start, and enough references to
see him on his way.
As the title indicates, the emphasis is domestic, and the author excludes, reasonably enough,
such activities as serious live recording. The
current Studio Sound readership includes many
professional sound engineers, who may well
think that such a book is hardly for them.
True, perhaps, but even they will find it a useful
reference to suggest to the occasional enquirer
after knowledge—who always seems to pop up
in the middle of a panic, wanting far more
information than can be given at the time. And
—who knows?—a copy left casually on the
dining room table might help to explain the
real facts of life to your wife! Trevor Attcwell
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to trust. Sharp.
manned by the same efficient team of
We're one of the biggest names in
experts thatdesigned and made itoriginally.
world electronics.
Our record is one of 50 years of
3. When you buy Sharp audio
technological achievement; from the first
equipment, you're buying the
ever radio and television sets
results of the most up-to-date
manufactured in Japan, right up to today,
technology.
when Sharp, in conjunction with the
Sharp sets
North American Rockwell Corporation
new standards
have commercially developed the
microcircuitry that helped put Apollo
on the moon.
SHARF>
This technical experience is built into
all our products. Sharp audio equipment
is some of the finest available today.
Now, British connoisseurs of fine
sound can enjoy the excellence of Sharp.
1. Whenever you buy a piece of
Sharp equipment you are buying Sharp's
high standards of design, performance
and technology.
A standard backed by Sharp's
special one-year guarantee covering not
only parts but all labour costs too.
2. To ensure that our fine equipment
gets the best service possible, Sharp's
specially equipped service centre is
Walton A Gordon Ltd.. 308/40 Ouoen St. Bellasi BT1 6EX. Tel: 20656. Peter Dand A Co. Ltd.. Ill ClonsKeagti Rd. Dublin 6. Tol: 694433.
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GS 5600 D.
AM FM/FM
multiplex stereo with
T5;
auto-return record
player. Circuit 28
transistor. 18 diode.
Tuning range'AM 530 1605 kHz, FM 88 108 MHz.
Output 42W(21W i 21W)
max. music power.
Speaker 8' cone type woolet
x 2.4 " horn type tweeter x 2.
£198,00'

GS 5500.
AM/FM/fM
multiplex stereo
»»
with auto-return record
player. Circuit 24
transistor, 14 diode.
-ft
Tuning ranpe AM 530 1505 kHz,
FM 88-108 MHz. Output 24W
(12W i 12W) max. music power.
Speaker 61-" wooter x 2.
34" horn type tweeter x 2.
XISS.OO*
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Around

the

Studios
HOLLICK AND TAYLOR
by David Kirk

■■T

o

WHEN John Taylor invited me to see the
Hollick & Taylor studios in Birmingham
I Tound myself disinclined, like many of his
potential customers, to make the long haul
north. It would take a day to gel there, a
day to look round, and probably a further
day to get back. A patient Brummie explained
that, by rail, Birmingham is only 90 minutes
from London. He under-estimated by two
minutes and forgot to mention that the taxi
journey from station to studio takes an extra
10 minutes. Yet the journey was so fast and
so comfortable that I can understand why
Birmingham has a growing population of
London commuters. The return trip from
Euston is about £2.10 which includes the taxi
fares.
Hollick & Taylor claim to be the best
equipped studio in the Midlands, having
multitrack tape, 16 mm film production, and
35 mm projection facilities. The product is
wrapped in an unlikely box : a large Victorian
house in a residential suburb of the city. Mr
Taylor lives upstairs with his family. The
equipment lives at ground and basement levels,
the control room occupying a room at the
rear of the house while the main studios extends
from the front right through to the back.

Fig. 1 shows the relative positions of studio
and control room. A double-glazed window
connects the two, talkback and monitor
facilities being provided by Westrex monitor
loudspeakers. Beneath them in the control
room are two AGS Studers. One of these was
used during my visit to produce the sound
track for a two-minute advertising film;
to this end the timing had to be practically
exact. When the duration was right, the producer considered the accentuation to be out.
but after a number of retakes a successful
recording was transferred to magnetic film.
The 20 input mixer (see cover) is based on
Audio Developments modules and employs a
pinboard routing system involving 183 relays.
Above the desk, in a forward slanting rack, are
five Pye compressor/limiters, two Astronic
graphic equalisers, and an additional filter
unit. Eight PPMs register the outputs to an
eight-track Leevers Rich positioned adjacent
to the mixer. Reverberation can be derived
from an EMT plate, Fairchild reverb unit or
Klcmt Echolette.
All three recorders are connected for remote
starting from the mixer. The small Studers can
be removed from their racks for stereo location
{continued overleaf)

Top: Orumnier in isolation cubicle.
Upper left: General view of studio.
Lower left: Control room. Close-up of eight track Leevers-Rich.
Bottom left: Nagra 4L and film synchroniser.
Bottom centre: MSS cutting lathe.
Bottom right (and cover): John Taylor at his mixing desk.
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AROUND THE STUDIOS CONTINUED
recording. During these events the A62 is
joined on the back seat of the Taylors' NSU
saloon by a portable six-input mixer, again
using Audio Developments modules.
The studio is equipped with a Challen grand
piano and Gulbransen Paragon organ, the
latter more flexible than most divider instruments. An isolating booth in one comer is
employed for percussion. Sixteen and 35 mm
projectors are situated in a corridor outside the
studio, beaming on to the studio wall. A
mirror reflects a view of the screen into the
control room. A third of Hollick & Taylor's
work requires film facilities and there is no
shortage of related equipment. RCA op/mag
and four-channel Gaumont Kalee 35 mm magnetic film transports are housed in the film
dubbing room, again feeding Westrex monitors.
Two 19/9.5 cm/s Revox 73G recorders live
here, modified to accept GPO jacks, alongside a
mono EMI BTRi. A Nagra iL and synchroniser are to hand for location film sound
recordings. An MSS (BBC Type D) disc cutter
provides one-oft"demo facilities, with a Thorens
player for gram reproduction. A recently
acquired Steenbeck film/sound editor is
situated in the basement.
Permission to expand the studio and control
room has been granted by Birmingham
Corporation, following a canvassing of local
opinion by Mrs Taylor. One local resident

objected to the idea of so close a studio but
relented when he learned that the studio had
been there for years.
The good rail and (Ml) road links between
London and Birmingham have proved a
mixed blessing. The prospect of increased
custom was offset by the ease with which
London record companies can send mobile
equipment to the Midlands. In some respects,

Basle layout ol studio
and control room. Film
editing room occupies
space In basement.
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John Taylor admitted, he envied Craighall
their Edinburgh position. A bigger worry
for him was the declining public interest in
pop music, which he attributed to Radio One.

8-TRAC* 20-INPUT MIXER
LEEVERS

EMT PLATE-

A 62
A62
CONTROL ROOM

WESTREX LS

FOR A FAIR AND DEPENDABLE DEAL IN
TAPE and HI-FI
Minimum Deposit and no Interest or Service Charges on H.P.
up to 18 months, -jg Free Service during Guarantee period
it Fair Part Exchange Allowance on your old Recorder
Reconditioned Recorders available to personal shoppers only

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM
LONDON'S FOREMOST TANDBERG STOCKISTS
•Sony 630 4 Tr. 3 sp. Stereo
DECKS WITH PRE-AMPS
Sony 252 4 Tr. 3 sp. Stereo
(Microphone extra)
♦Tandberg 15 2 or 4 Tr./2 sp./Mono
Akai 8 Tr. Cartridge CR.800
•Tandberg Series 4000 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. St.
Akai 4000D Stereo
Telefunken
204 T.S.
Rcvox 1102/4
•Telefunken M207 2 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sanyo 801 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Telefunken 501 4 Tr.
Sony 360D 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
T elefunken 203 Stereo/Mono 2 sp. 4 T r.
Sony 630D 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Telefunken 201 Mono4Tr.
Sony 252D 2 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
•Uhcr 714 4 Tr. Mono
Sony 35S 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
"Uher Royal de Luxe 4 Tr. 4 sp. St.
Sony 255 Stereo
•Uher Varicord 263 Stereo
Tandberg 3000X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo
Tandberg 6000X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo
BATTERY PORTABLE AND CASSETTE
Telefunken 205 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Telefunken 203 Studio
Philips N2202 Cassette
Phillips N.4505 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Philips RR392 Cassettc/AM FM Radio
Philips Pro. 12 2 sp. 2 Tr. Stereo
Philips RR290 Casscttc/AM Radio
Ferrograph 702/4
Tandberg Series 11-2
Grundig Cassette C.200
Aiwa Cassette Batt./Mains
COMPLETE
TAPE RECORDERS
Philips 2205 Batt./Mains Cassette
#
Py© Cassette
Kellar Dolby Cassette
Sharp 505 2 Tr./2 sp./BM
*Akai 1710W Stereo
Sony TC800 B
•Akai M.9 Stereo
Telefunken 302 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono
•Akai 4000 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
•Uher 4000L 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono
•Brenell Mk. 6
•Uher 4200/4400 2/4 Tr. sp. Stereo
•Ferrograph 713
POWER PACKS, by Philips, Stella,
•Ferrograph 722/4
Telefunken and Uhcr
Grundig 141 4Tr. Mono
Grundig TK.12I 2 Tr. Mono
Grundig 146 4 Tr. Mono Auto.
Philips 4307 4 Tr. Single Speed Mono DOLBY CASSETTE RECORDERS
•Wharfedalc
Philips 4308 2 sp. 4 Tr. Mono
•Kellar
Philips Stereo 4404 2 sp. 4 Tr.
Philips Stereo Auto Cassette 2401
Philips Stereo Cassette 2400
• MICROPHONES by
Philips 4407 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
AKG, Grampian, R.eslo, Acos, Tele•Philips 4400 Prof. 3 sp. 3 Tr. Stereo
funken. Beyer, Scnnhciser, etc.
•Revox I222'4 Stereo
' Microphone extra
18+

AMPEX TAPE
OFFERS
(P—Polyester: M—Mylar: A—Acetate)
Comoact Cassettes C.60—53p; C.90 —
75p; C. 120—£1.05; (p/p 3p each).
7'D.P. 2400 ft. (P)
£1 50
7'L.P. 1800 ft. (P)
£1-05
SJ' L.P. I ISO ft. (M)
88p
Si' L.P. 1150 ft. (A)
75p
Si" Standard 850 ft. (A) ... 63p
5" D.P. 1200 ft. (P) ... ... 88p
5'L.P. 900 ft. (P)
63p
5'Standard 400 ft. (P)
... 50p
3' reel polyester tape, 600' (P) 25p
Postage on orders under £3 add lOp
orders over £3 sent post paid UK
Bib and E.M.I, splicers. Matching
transformers, Defluxers, Bulk
Erasers, etc.
# MIXERS by
Uhcr, Eagle. Telefunken, D.J., etc.
Stands, booms, fittings.
Pre-recorded tapes and cassettes, etc.
Tapes in all grades and lengths, and
cassettes by leading makers, etc.
HEADPHONES by AKG. Nikko,
Philips. Koss, Eagle, TTC, Beyer.
Musicassettes by Decca, EMI, Polydor, Philips, etc. ALSO 8 Tr. prerecorded cartridges.

HI-FI DEPT.
# AMPLIFIERS
Quad, Rogers, Arena, Philips,
Goodman, Nikko, Leak,
Armstrong, T riplctone, Tandberg, Teleton.
8 TUNERS
uad. Rogers, Leak, Armstrong, Trlpletone, Arena,
Nlkko. Goodman, Huldra.
# LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad, Rogers, Kef, Wharfedale, Goodman, Tannoy,
Lowther, Leak, Tandberg,
Arena, Calestlon, Kelestron.
? MOTORS, PICKUPS
ARRARD inc. S.P.25 Mk. IM.
Coldring
BSR
Connoisseur Thorens
Audiotec
Shuro
Neat
So no tone
Acos
SHE
Dual
Pickering
Diamond sty//, Microllfts, Pressure
Gauges, Cleaning Accessories,
Cabinets, etc.

169-173 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I6
o7rsu^nmSuufnJ'ch
01-769 0466: 01-769 0192
Please note this is our only address. Free parking Prentis Road, 2 min. away
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY—CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
Bet
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M. G. Skeet describes
possible applications
of reed relays
IN its simplest form, a reed relay insert
comprises two nickel iron strips held
rigidly apart in a glass tube as flg. 1. In the
presence of an externally produced longitudinal
magnetic field (by coil or magnet), unlike poles
are produced where the gold plated contact
ends overlap. Unlike magnetic poles attract,
giving a reliable make action. Other contact
actions are possible but are not so common.
If the reeds are mounted behind a nonferrous alloy panel, then various facilities
including control or signal level can be provided
by using a suitable magnet on the panel front.
r fig. i TYPICAL REED
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control and headphone drive amplifier. The It is mounted in a light decorative wooden
latter circuit suits headphones of 150 to 600 holder that can be readily gripped. Care must
ohms impedance and is from David Robinson's be taken to mount the magnet so that there is a
article in January Studio Sound.
longitudinal passage of flux down the reeds.
The reeds are mounted side by side (fig. 4) on The outside of the alloy panel is marked to
a piece of stiff filing card. The contact ends are indicate where the magnet should be placed.
passed through holes in the card and bent over.
For the second use of reed inserts imagine a
If the panel is vertical to keep the operating chessboard and, under the squares, behind an
magnet in, the required position, two strips of alloy screen, pairs of reed inserts. Chessmen
tin plate are then stuck on the inside of the with magnets in their bases provide the
alloy front panel.
external controlling influence. It is possible, for
The card with the reeds attached has the example, to use a figure up the left hand side of
reed side built up with rubber strip. When it is the chessboard to control signal level and to
stuck to the alloy panel, the reeds are against have others for tone control, filter switching
the tin strips. The contact area of the reeds and so on, and yet others for programme
must be central to the gap between the strips.
source selection. This latter could be made to
A cylindrical Eclipse magnet (12.5 mm avoid "breakthrough" by having a parking
diameter by 9.5 mm) from the local iron- square for the chessman which "earths" the
mongers provides the operating magnetic field.
(continued on page IS7)
FIG. 2 pre-fade monitoring orcuit (ina traia tuna Ml SMH)
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FIG. 3 PRE-FADE MONITORING HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER (IK CIUUEL)

Two uses for the basic reed arrangement have
been investigated. One is essentially practical
and provides a speedy method of pre-fade
monitoring on a multichannel mixer. The
other may appeal to people who like gimmicks.
Prefade monitoring allows a check to be
made on any mixer channel prior to that
channel being pushed up. It boils down to
following the switching by a high inputimpedance amplifier (megohms). Any coupling
capacitor to this amplifier will be small in
value and, if it is held charged, clicks are not
likely to occur when the circuit is switched to
any channel. A factor here is the signal level
through the mixer at the monitoring points. In
the typical mixer (fig. 2) the mixing is done at
high level, implying signals in excess of 100 mV.
Microphone signals will have preamplification
prior to mixing.
The complete headphone circuitry (fig. 3)
comprises a buffer amplifier (some 2 M input
impedance with the 4.7 M input resistor), level
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Eveiything's

under

control.

It took Sansui to come up with a control
amplifier that really has everything under
control. Including cost.
The alj-new 50 watt compact AU-101 now
lets you enjoy the added professionalism that
a quality control amplifier can bring, at a cost
in keeping with your budget.
Endowed with a wide 25 to 40,000Hz
power bandwidth and the ability to reduce
distortion to 0.8% or less, the precisionengineered AU-101 is setting all new standards
for low cost preamplifier/power amplifier
combinations, overcoming all the objections
hitherto made against such units.

©

It is equipped with low-noise all-silicon
transistors, boasts a semi-complementary
Darlington ITL-OTL design for the power
amplifier section, a double-safeguard system for
the power transistors, and sensible, trouble-free
circuitry.
It has also been given a smart, handsome
appearance that belies its cost, and features
a microphone jack, speaker On/Off switch and
a full system of accessory circuits.
Your nearest authorized Sansui dealer will
be happy to show you why the AU-101 is fast
gaining fame as the professional's compact.
Keeping everything under control.

»

Sansux.
England: VERNITRON (UK) LTD. Thornhill Southampton S09 5Qf Tel: Southampton 44811 / Ireland: RADIO CENTRE 122A. St. Stephen's Green. Dublin 2/West
Germany: COMPO HI-FI C.M.B.H. 6 Frankfurt am Main, Reulcrweg 65 / Switzerland & Liechtenstein: EGLI, FISCHER & CO. LTD. ZURICH 8022 Zurich, Gollhardstr.
6, Claridenhof / France: HENRI COTTE & CIE 77, Rue J.-R. Thorelle, 77, 92-Bourg-la-Rcinc / Luxembourg: LUX Hi-fi 3, rue Clesener, Luxembourg / Austria: THE
VIENNA HIGH FIDELITY & STEREO CO. A 1070 Wien 7. Burggasse 114/ Belgium: MATELECTRIC S.P.R.L. Boulevard Leopold II. 199, 1080 Brussels / Netherlands;
TEMPOFOON N.V. Tilburg, Kapitein Hatlerasstraal 8, Postbus 540 / Greece: ELINA LTD. 59 & 59A Tritis Septcmvriou Street, Athens 103 / Italy: CILBERTO CAUOI s.a.s.
Piazza Mirabello 1, 20121 Milano / South Africa: GLENS (PTY) LTD. P.O. Bo* 6406 Johannesburg / Cyprus: ELECTROACOUS1IC SUPPLY CO.. LTD.. P.O. Box 625.
Limassol / Portugal; CENTELEC LOA. Avcnida Fonles Pereira dcMelo, 47, 4.o dlo., Usboa-I / Malta: R. BRIZZI 293, Klngsway, Valletta / Canary Islands; R. HASSARAM
Callc la Naval, 93, Las Palmas / SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A. Oiacem Bldg.. Vestingstraat 53-55, 2000 Antwerp. Belgium / SANSUI AUDIO EUROPF S.A. FRANKFURT
OFFICE 6 Frankfurt am Main, Reulcrweg 93, West Germany / SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 14-1, 2-chome, Izumi, Suginami-ku, Tokyo, Japan
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A column of
readers' problems
and
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MAKING IT STICK
From: D. A. Hcndon, 'Coplliornc', VVix Hill,
West Horsley, Surrey.
Dear Sir, Visiting the 'hi-fi" department of a
local store, I saw enacted a scene which may be
of interest to some of your readers.
The gentleman in front of me had brought
back to the shop a tape editing kit. He explained to the assistant that he couldn't 'make it
stick". Picking up a length of magnetic tape he
had already prepared, and the reel of splicing
tape, he was about to demonstrate his tecltnique
when the assistant helpfully explained that this
tape was (in his opinion) leader tape, similar to
the green and red reels also provided. He
extracted a self-adhesive paper label intended
for labelling tape spools and showed the customer how to stick the tape together with it. He
explained how this was to be folded over to
cover both sides of the tape so that it stuck
properly. Neither of them noticed that the

THE INVISIBLE SWITCH CONTINUED
signal of each programme source. Moving a
chessman from that position to another square
will take off the earth and, at the other square,
switch the signal through. One chessman can
provide stereo switching as, with the reeds now
available, it is possible to get two reeds diagonally across a 30 mm square.
The reeds could be mounted as already
described on individual pieces of card and
stuck under the alloy of the chessboard.
However, as it will be necessary to screen, say,
the main level control from the programme
source selector, it may be best to mount the
reeds on strips of card covering the whole area
FIG. 4

correspondence

"splice" was now half as wide again as the rest
of the tape. The customer, apparently enlightened, apologised for his ignorance, thanked
the assistant for his help and before I could
recover from my astonishment he had gone.
Yours faithfully

HEADPHONES
From: G. N. Tughan, Tape-Music Distribotors
Ltd, II Redvers Road, London N.22.
Dear Sir, Mr Tony Waldron stales in his February article "Headphones" that foam cushions
are used in many designs but liquid filled rubber is more effective. Since this is a Koss patent,
we feel that some of your readers might assume
from the article that other products are similarly fitted. We would also like to point out
that Koss are the first manufacturers to produce
a self-energised electrostatic headphone.
Yours faithfully

STEREO FICORD
From: M. G. Skeet, 2 Roche Gardens, Bletchley,
Buckinghamshire.
Dear Sir, As the contributor of the article 'A
Stereo Fi-Cord" in August/September 1969
Tape Recorder. I am anxious to know if any
reader has been spurred on to attempt a similar
1A conversion. I would like to hear of successful or otherwise attempts, cither by letter or
tape, and will reply by the same method.
Yours faithfully

ADHESIVE LABELS
From P. .). St. Clair, 34 Ferrers Road, Strealham, London, S.W.16.
Dear Sir, In case anyone may be interested, I
have found some adhesive labels that arc ideal
for applying to leader tape for code marking
purposes. These are manufactured by the Blick
people and have a reference number 532. Price
is 5p for 210 25 mm labels. 50 mm labels arcalso available, number TGON. A particular
advantage is that, if the leader tape frays, the
label can be removed and placed farther along.
I see Brenell have made their Type 10 transport available at last. Any chance of a review?
Yours faithfully
Brenell are being approached for a reviewsample. Ed.

over which one particular control operates.
Then a screening cover could perhaps be more
readily produced to isolate electrostatically
each facility.
The writer has proved the workability of the
system by making an amplifier level control.
This has a nominal value of 125 K but other
values are easily produced. It would be possible
to have two rows allocated to this control to
increase the number of steps.
Fig. 5 shows the arrangement of a 125 K
nominal logarithmic potentiometer composed
of fixed resistors. The 250 K resistor loads the
input of the stage following the switching when
none of the reeds are made. This may not be
necessary but depends on how well the amplifier
being adapted responds to an open circuit.

Adapting existing amplifying systems would
pose the problem of long leads to and from the
chessboard. These problems would be overcome if the preamp section were built under
the chessboard in the form of a fiat box.
Reed relay inserts with an overall length of
45 mm, glass lube length of 27.5 mm and glass
tube diameter of 3 mm have been successfully
used. They have green coloured glass because
of the infra-red method of scaling the ends of
the glass tube during manufacture.
Smaller reeds with clear glass having dimensions 31 mm, 21.5 mm and 2.5 mm respectively
are available. The cheapest supplies noted, of
either type has been from Pre Pak Ltd, 222/224
West Road, WcstclilT-on-Sca. Essex. Price is
5p each, plus 5p postage and packing per order.

METHOD OF MOUNTING PAIRS OF REEDS

FIG. 5 CHESS BOARD POTENTIAL DIVIDER
NOMINAL 125K LOG (OTHER SIEREO CHARKEl «0I SHOW*)
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THIS scries of articles aims to give an overall view of the stages in production of a
feature film soundtrack, illustrated by the
methods used on the musical Fiddler on the
Roof. The Mirisch Company is currently completing shooting of this at Pinewood Studios
after just under five months on location in
Yugoslavia.
Subsequent articles will deal with the actual
techniques used for this production, starling
here with a general outline of current methods.
I am trying to confine the limits of the article
to the methods most frequently used in fullscale feature films. For example, when I refer
to recordings made on sprocketed tape (magnetic film) the system described will be 35 mm.
Other dimensions are used (16 and 17,5 mm),
but the principle is the same.
In the case of normal film drama, recording
starts at the same time as photography, being
that of associated dialogue. Most of the time
the microphone is on the move. This and the
vital factor of lip sync are two problems which
radio and disc producers do not have to face.
Until the advent of magnetic tape, the camera
and recorder were locked in sync electrically
(except where sound and visual action are
recorded on the same piece of film).
During the fifties, magnetic film (sprocketed
magnetic tape) took over from the optical
medium. This was in turn superseded by
6.25 mm tape with a recorded synchronising
pulse derived from the camera motor speed,
giving electronic 'sprocket holes'. The 6.25 mm
recording is transferred to sprocketed tape and
the sync pulse on the tape used to control the
speed of the sprocket recorder motor. In the case
of sprocket recorders with mains sync motors,
the reproduced sync pulse is locked to the mains
and the 6.25 mm replay machines varied in
speed to keep the mains and the sync pulse in
step.
The sync pulse from the camera can be the
mains frequency (in the case of a camera with
a mains sync motor) or may be obtained from
a small AC generator driven by the motor. The
most modern systems use a camera motor
whose speed is locked exactly to the divideddown output of a crystal oscillator. The sync
pulse at the sound recorder is derived from an
oscillator of the same frequency. This then
eliminates cable or radio links between the
camera and recorder.
The clapper board provides visual identifi-

cation of slate (shot) and take numbers and,
when clapped, the start mark. Slate and take
numbers are called out and then the board
clapped. When the sound has been transferred
to sprocketed tape, the start of the clap sound
is marked on the tape and on the related part
of the action (i.e. the film). With the action
laced in a projector, the start mark in the gate,
and the tape start mark on the replay head,
projector and reproducer are locked together
and run. The action can be then viewed with
synchronised sound-rushes.
The picture and its associated sound are
edited together and if necessary original sound
replaced by new 'post-synchronisation' recordings. Extraneous noise and poor readings of
lines are typical instances of the need for postsynchronised sound. There are two main postsync techniques: looping and rock'n roll.
Looping involves the action and its associated
sound being made into a loop. The loops are
then run together, the new recording being
made on a third blank loop of sprocketed tape.
The artist is fed the original sound on headphones whilst watching the action on the screen.
He reads his lines using the original (guide)
track to give him his cues for lip sync. The loops
are run until a satisfactory recording has been
made. It is then played back through the record
head to maintain sync. The action can be
watched and the new recording monitored to
check the sync.
With rock'n roll, action and guide tracks are
made into rolls and a third roll used for postsync recording. Again, as many re-takes as
necessary can be made but, instead of running
all the time, the machines arc reversed back to
the start after each take. As before, playback
is through the record head to maintain sync.
This way, after a roll has been completed it
can be viewed, whereas with looping all the
loops have to be broken down and joined
together again. Before they are broken, however, the missing spot effects are added to the
post-sync dialogue.
When the film has been cut and the sound
assembled, it is ready for the composer to view
prior to composition of the score. The music is
recorded and edited into its place, then all the
sound sources are ready for dubbing.
In the dubbing theatre all the components
are mixed to form the final soundtrack. With
most productions, each reel will comprise of
many separate rolls of film. This is due to the
188

fact that each artist usually has a reel to himself so that the mixer can treat each different
source of sound separately from the viewpoints
of equalisation, echo and level. A mixture of
original and post-sync dialogue also entails
separate reels, even though they relate to the
same artist.
The film is dubbed a reel at a time, usually
in four stages; three premixes and the final dub.
Each premix (dialogues, music and effects) is
made on a separate roll, then the final mix is
made. Dialogue, music and effects are combined and transferred to optical for the nativetongue version of the film. A copy is made of
the music and effects for use when making
foreign language versions. The above is the
case in films for mono-only release. The
musical is the most complex form of soundtrack undertaken by the film industry, involving a vast number of recording and editing
hours before the cameras begin shooting.
The above shows briefly the main stages of a
film sound production. I will now explain some
of the terms and techniques used in the context of making a musical. Here, the process is
a reversal of my original description: the music
is prerecorded and then played back during
shooting. Playback is the normal method of
producing any action in time to music. A
sequence could, however, be shot to clicks of
appropriate tempo. The music would then be
recorded with the action projected on a screen
in the studio and the same tempo tape fed to
the musicians on headphones.
The recording mediums used for prescoring
are magnetic tape or sprocketed magnetic tape.
Sprocketed tape has the same basic dimensions
as 35 mm picture film stock. The running
speed used in the film industry is 27.42 m/s
which is the speed of film in a camera running
at 24 f/s. This gives 96 perforations per second.
For TV use the perforation speed used is 100
per second, giving a camera speed of 25 f/s.
Track configurations are one, three, four or
six, between perforations. At least one manufacturer (Sondor) has an eight track machine
available. As far as 1 know, no eight track
machines are in use in this country as the track
positions accepted here are those laid down by
the SMPTE in the relevant American Standards. Their maximum number is six.
The normal approach to pre-scoring is to
record the orchestral portion first and any
vocals at a later session, having selected the
best take or edited between a number of lakes.
The master recordings are held intact, any
editing being of copies (transfers). To maintain
sync, the copy must be exactly the same length
as the original. This of course can be achieved
mechanically and there are machines with two
or more sprocket mechanisms driven from a
common motor. The more flexible and more
frequently used systems employ electrical interlock. Selsyn and Syncrostart are two examples.
This is a subject in itself which I hope to deal
with at a later date. Start marks occupy the
area of one frame, the centre line corresponding
to the position of the mark on the head gap.
The number of the music piece is written on
the tape near to the start mark so that a roll
can be wound through and a particular section
found without having to lace up and wind
through the sprocket drive. The disadvantage
of this is (hat there is no aural indication of how
far into a roll one has wound. In some machines
the length counter is inoperative when winding

outside the sprocket. Hence the practice of
writing lake numbers on the tape, useful to the
editor for quick identification.
For recording and reproduction, the tape is
held in contact with the heads by sprung rollers
or tape tension balances similar to Studer tape
machines. This gives a tight loop; fast wind can
be expensive in terms of head wear unless the
tape is lifted from the heads.
The edited copy can be used as a tempo
guide track when recording the vocal component. The copy is set up on a reproducer with
its start mark on the playback head, as was
the master when it was copied. The vocal
master recorder is loaded with a blank tape,
the start mark on the record head. The two are
then run up locked together and the vocal
recording made. After each take, the reproducer is rewound, the start mark reset on the
playback head, and a fresh start mark put on
the master (at the record head). When a satisfactory take has been made and playback is
required, both machines are rewound and the
start marks set on the replay heads. The
machines are then run together in lock, resulting in a full playback as if both components
were on the same tape.
Copies of the chosen vocal takes are then
made, the masters kept intact as in the case of
the orchestra masters. Any editing that may be
required can be done at this stage. The advantage of the vocal being on a separate piece of
tape is that edits between different takes, and
corrections in timing, can be made. A late
vocal entry could be moved forward with
respect to the orchestral component and the
length of tape removed in front of the vocal
put in after it.
In this way, track after track can be added
and, with enough reproducers, the result can
be monitored and mixed down. As in the case
of dubbing, if there are not enough reproducers, a premix can be made and mixed with the
remainder. The flexibility of sprocketed (ape
and interlock is only limited by finance and
hiss levels!
The edited orchestral and vocal components
arc mixed and cue clicks (Jdix in America)
added. These cue the artist at the exact point
of a vocal entry, or where a sustained note
ends, so that lip sync can be achieved when
filming to playback of a prerecorded number.
This master playback mix is recorded on
sprocketed tape and, as with all other stages,
interlocked into the original timing. A 6.25 mm
tape copy is then made to be used for playback
when shooting in the studio or on location. A
sync pulse derived from the speed of the master
playback machine is recorded on the tape.
Conventional multitrack tape can be used
for original recording using accepted multitrack methods. A sync pulse can be recorded
on one track and transferred to the playback
tape made for shooting. The sprocketed tape
machine speed can be locked to the frequency
of the sync pulse on the multitrack tape, or the
multitrack tape machine varied in speed so
that the reproduced sync pulse is locked to an
external standard. This can be a sync pulse
generated by the recorder or the mains if the
recorder has a mains sync motor.
Multitrack tape lacks editing flexibility and
is therefore usually restricted to single numbers
and TV work.
To be continued
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NIVICO
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Stereo

Pace

for'71
5340 4-Way 4-Speaker High.
Fidelity Speaker System. 40
Watts (RMS). Multi-channel input gives this bookshelf-type
system rare versatility. Frequency response is 20 to
20,000Hz. Complete with walnut cabinetry.
TRD-2044 4-Track 3Motor4-Head Stereo Tape
Deck. Fully automatic
reversal system, unique
slide controls, 4-digit counter. Wow and flutter; less
than 0.1% at 7'A ips.

GB-1E Omni-directional Speaker System. 40 Watts (RMS).
Suspended or floor mounted, the GB-lE's total diffusion ensures the richest most
life-like sounds ever. Frequency response is 20 to 20,000Hz,
crossover is at 5,000Hz.

!)

PST-1000 Control Amplifier
With SEA/MST-1000 120 Watt
(4Q, Stl RMS) Stereo Power
Amplifier. JVC NIVICO's
open-throttle tandem for accelerating audlophiles.
The
PST-1000, with its advanced seven ■a
zone per channel Sound Effect Amplifier
System, provides the most complete
control to be found anywhere outside
professional sound studios. S/N ratios
range from —75dB to —96dB. Ideal for
exploiting it is the MST-1000. Rich in
SEPP-OTL circuitry, it a boasts a 10Hz to
lOOKHz power bandwidth at 120W output,
limits distortion to a meager 0.07% at rated
output, and attains a better than 115dB S/N
ratio.

MST ico:

5250 2-Speed Manual Turntable. High
performance, longwearing DC Servo motor. Belt-drive system,
universal tonearm, better than
60dB S/N ratio, special circuitry for
quick starts and stops, built-in stroboscope and wow and flutter, a negligible
0.05% (WRMS).

JVC
NIVICO
OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS
West Germany: U. J. Fiszman, 34 Rddelhelmer Str., 6 Frankfurt/Main. Tel. 778844. Switzerland: Spitzer Electronic, Bachstr. 2-6,
CH-4104 Oberwil/DL. Tel. 477766. Belgium and Luxembourg; Gramophone S.A., 171 Boulevard Maurico Lommonnior, Bruxelles.
Tel. 129815. Holland: N. V. Bovema-E.M.I.,Zijlweg 142-144, Haarlem. Tel. 319247. France: DICOROP, Avenue Germalne, 06-Cagnes
Sur Mer. Tel.803877. Italy: Selvi s.n.c., 32 Via Felice Casali, 20124 Milano. Tel. 661213. Sweden: Arthur Rydin, Spangavagen 399-401,
16 355 Spanga. Tel. 08/7600320. Finland: Hankkija, Helsinki. Tel. 642833.
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Part Two

Head Amplifier

BY JOHN FISHER
AS has already been slated, one of the
factors that made the idea of building a
capacitor microphone attractive was the recent increase in the range of FETs available.
That and the remarkable drop in prices over
the last three years, coupled with good noise
performance. Experiments have suggested that
picked samples of the popular general purpose
2N3SJ9 could be quite suitable, leaving rejected samples for other projects. The author
experimented with various Semitron samples
and concluded that C96E FETs would be
particularly suitable. Characteristics throughout
a sample dozen were remarkably close, allowing the devices to be interchanged without need
for rcbiasing. This made it particularly easy to
be fussy over choosing devices with minimal
noise and gale leakage. It is particularly important to keep gate leakage currents to the
very minimum, otherwise the resistors can contribute a significant amount of noise to the
output. It is hard enough to get low noise
resistors in these values anyway. The C96E
seems to be particularly good in terms of
leakage but, even so, some samples fell below
others.
These junction FETs are electrically symmetrical, or apparently so. This means that it is
possible to interchange the source and drain
leads and use the device the other way round.
FIG. 4siN'PLe SOURCE-FOLLOWER AMPLIFIER
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It can sometimes happen that the noise or
leakage is better the 'wrong' way round, and
this is worth trying if either prove troublesome
and one has few devices to pick from. There
seem to be no ill effects in the circuits to be
considered.
The capsule dynamic capacitance is of the
order of 70 to 80 pF, say roughly 100 pF all
told, including the leads. This means that an
amplifier input impedance of about 200 M
would be ideal (100 M would for most purposes
introduce negligible loss at the bass end). The
prototype uses 1 000 M resistors as these were
more easily obtained at the time of construction. The author experienced considerable
difficulty in obtaining physically small highvalue low-noise resistors at anything but a high
price. Some Erie general-purpose 1 000 M
resistors were found to be usable, provided the
gate leakage could be kept very low so that
noise from current flowing in the resistor was
kept to a minimum. However, an exchange of
letters with another capacitor mike enthusiast,
John Penty, led to a source of Welwyn glass
encapsulated low noise 1 000 M types that,
although slightly larger, proved rather more
suitable and were used in the final version.
They arc rather expensive new, and it is worth
trying to get them on the surplus market provided they have not been used and are in good
condition.
The high-value resistors should be handled
as little as possible, as should the body of the
FIG. 5 oirro with emitter follower
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FET and Veroboard near it, otherwise there
is a risk of introducing a noisy leakage path
to the gale. If the component bodies are
inadvertently handled, they should be wiped
with a clean dry cloth or with a clean cloth
moistened slightly in meths (not surgical
spirit). The inner surface of the final wrapping
of polypropylene film should also be handled
as little as possible for the same reasons; the
capsule should of course only be handled by
the support pillar—apart from the risk of
noise, handling the capsule body is likely
sooner or later to be disastrous I The choice
of amplifier design will be considered briefly.
The first circuit tried was a simple source
follower (fig. 4). This worked adequately and
was used for experiments to choose the resistors
and FETs. However, with less-than-unity
gain the output level is rather low for long
unbalanced lines, and the author wanted to
avoid including transformers in the mike
because of cost and bulk. The output impedance is typically about 1 K or a little less.
Adding a low-noise emitter-follower (fig. 5)
reduces the output impedance somewhat. This
arrangement could probably be used but, with
the output level at less than I mV, it seemed
worth going for some voltage gain.
In order to keep components to a minimum
and provide DC feedback to stabilise the DC
conditions of the circuit, the stages must be
DC coupled. This is made easier by using a
low-noise p-n-p bipolar transistor with the
n-channel FET. This suggests fig. 6, which
gives voltage gain with a low output impedance.
There are some constraints on the voltage gain
and output impedance achieved, however, and
the circuit will not work with just any FET
as the offset voltage (source-gate) required for
the current at which the device is operating
may make the DC conditions impossible in
view of the relatively low supply voltage.
Consideration was therefore given to a rather
more complex feedback-triple circuit which is
somewhat more tolerant and gives a very low
output impedance coupled with an appreciable
voltage gain (fig. 7). The final form of the
circuit, which includes refinements such as
the small RF-spoiler capacitors to limit the
HF response of the circuit beyond the audio
range (and so avoid picking up, as a broadband
'mush', half the transmitters of Europe
simultaneously I) is given in fig. 8.
A high input impedance and some gain are
(continued on page 193)
FIG. 6 TWO STAGE DESIGN GIVING
VOLTAGE GAIN AND LOW
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE (CUTLIIE ONLY)
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This is not a misprint.
Brand new

Special Offers to
Tape Recorder

EH (TAPE
enthusiasts
AKAI TAPE DECKS AND
RECORDERS
ft
Prove for yourself the outstanding
merits of Che Akei 40000. Having all
the essential functional facilities, it
also has many extras normally found
on more expensive machines. The
/\
Akai 4000. the full cape recorder
1
version of this excellent deck adds
playback amplifiers and a pair of fine
built-in speakers for stereo monitor. UvJ
ing or Just listening. And the Akai
1710 is surely one of the best complete tape recorder buys on the
market today, combining all the best
features of Akai engineering and construction. The above three models
and the whole Akai range are available
from Caves at very low prices.
AKAI I7I0L
BASF LOW NOISE HIGH 3' *00' 0-96 0-80 0-70
OUTPUT TAPE
4' 600' 1-46 1 20 1-10
2-39 2-00 1-75
List Single 3 or mere 5- 1200'
1800' 3-15 2 50 2-35
Price Cash Cash Si'
7"
2400'
4-4S 3 60 3-25
Price Price
5* 900' 1-89 1-40 1 *25 EMI LOW NOISE ROUND
51* 1200' 2-17 1 60 1-45
TAPE AT SPECIAL
7* 1800" 3-10 2-30 2 05 PACK
DISCOUNT PRICES
5* 1200' 2-16 1-60 1-45 7"
1200'
1-00
51* 1800' 3-09 2-30 2 00 Si' 1200'
IIS
7* 2400' 3-83 2-85 2-50 7" 1800'
I-SO
5* 1800' 3-09 2-80 2-05
51* 2400' 3-82 2-85 2-50 BASF t, PHILIPS CASSETTES
7* 3600' 4-75 3 SO 3-IS C30 (Philips
6 or more
only)
0-53 O-SO 0-40
SCOTCH DYNARANGE LOW C60
0-76 0-65 0-50
NOISE
C90
1-02 0-90 0-70
5* 600' 1-28 1-05 0-95 CI20
I-52 1-20 1-00
51' 900' 1-71 1 40 1-30
7* 1200' 2-17 1 -80 1-65 SCOTCH DYNARANGE—LOW
5* 900' 1-79 1-40 1-25 NOISE
10 or more
51* 1200' 2-13 1-75 1-60 C60
0-76 0-70 O-SO
7' 1800' 3-00 2 50 2-25 C90
1-02 0-90 0-70
81* 2400' 4-21 3-45 3 20 CI20
1-52 1-25 1-00
TAPE RECORDERS
Philips N2400 ... £68-00 £60-50
U«t Price Cash Price Philips N240I InRcvox
Special prices
eluding speakers £99-00 £87-50
Tape Recorder.
on application Philips N2602
Ferrograph 713 £188-50 £166-00
Car Cassette
Ferrograph 702 £207-35 £175 00
Player
... £42-00 £29-95
Ferrograph 722 £242-54 £199-00 PHILIPS REEL TO REEL
Ferrograph 704 £207-35 £175-00 Philips 4302 ... £39-00 £29-95
Ferrograph 724 £242-54 £199-00 Philips N4307 ... £49-50 £42-50
Ferrograph Plastic
N4308 ... £60-50 £51-95
Cater
£6-28} £5-77 Philips
N4404 ... £87-00 £71-25
Grundig TKI2I
£54-78 £45-25 Philips
Philips
N4407 ... £105-00 £90-10
Grundig TKt4l
£59-23 £50-00
N4408 ... £139-00 £119-30
Grundig TKI46 £68-14 £54-25 Philips
Uher
4000L
£125-00
Grundig TKI24 £44-90 £36 50 Uher 4200 ... £145:29
£187-07 £160-00
Grundig TK144 £49-95 £38 25 Uher 440L
£187-07
£160-00
Idlg TKI49
TK
Grundig
£57-60 £44 25
R44
£42-50
Akai4000D 4 track £89-951 £69-95 Truvox
Crown
CTR8750
£32-55
£24-95
Akai I7I0L 4 track £89-00 £69 95
Akai X-5000L 4
8.TRACK
STEREO
crack
£177-971 £155-00 AkaiCRSO
£115-02 £101-25
Akai X-5000W 4
CR80D
£95-00
£83-60
track
£177-971 £155-00 Akai
Pioneer
TP
83
8Akai M-I0L 4
track
car
stereo
crack, auto reunit
£39-70
£33-20
verse etc. ... £245-05 £199-00 Pioneer
TP 85 8Tandberg
Special prices
cracfc
stereo
unit
Tape Recorders
on application
with FM stereo
Teleton T-710 5'
radio
£84-25
£70-35
2 speed
portable AC/DC £34-75 £30-50
Teleton SL40 5'
reel Portable 2
SONY
track 2 speed £38-00 £33-50
Teleton FXBSIOD
TAPE
RECORDERS
7* Stereo deck
4 track 3 speed £62-50 £49-95
and
PHILIPS CASSETTES
HI-FI EQUIPMENT
Philips N2202 ... £29-90 £23-50
Philips N240a
including speakers £66-00 £75-65 Send for Special Prices

AT LESS THAN HALF PRICE
Polyester and PVC
For once in a lifetime an offer is made of this nature,
you know the quality, you know the retail price, now
read ours.
5" 600' 8/-, 5}" 900' 10/-, 7" 1200' 13/6
Also a few Long Play 5" 11 /6, 5|" 15/-, 7" 18/Also SCOTCH BLACK. Long Play only 5" II/-,
SJ" H/-, 7" 17/All of the above are guaranteed In every way possible.
CASSETTES C60s 7/- each, C90s 10/-, C 120s 13/6
all cassettes supplied in presentation cases and first
quality tape. All orders 2/6 p/p.
Order now while stocks last.
WALKERS
16 Woodthorpe Rd., Ashford, Middx.
Ash. 52136

HIGH-!SPEED
■
TAPE!f
CASSEITE
COPYING
large and
small runs

Ffaser-Peacock
Associates Limited
94 High Street Wimbledon Village
? London SW19 01-9472233,

WE SPECIALISE IN BRAND NEW
TOP QUALITY BRITISH P.V.C MYLAR & POLYESTER
RECORDING TAPES WITH FITTED LEADERS, Etc, EX 3"
Thanks to bulk purchase we can offer canslllsed HI-FI tapaa, manufacturad by a British firm of world repvta. All boxsd individuslly (seslad
if required) In polychsne. Our tapes sr. not to bs confused with imported
sub-sundsrd or used tapes. Full money refund if not delighted.
This month:—"DRY SPLICE" (3/9) given FREE with every order.
Std.
UP.
D.P.
Boxed
Length si. 3 for
Length es. 3 for
Length es. 3 for empty spfs
3* ISO" 2/- 5/9 3' 220' 2/6 7/- 3* 400' 4/6 13/. S-* 7d.
4' 300' 4/- 10/- 4* 450' 5/- Ill- 4' 600' 6/9 19/6 4* 1/8
5* 600'
0' 6/- 17/6 s' 900' 8/. 23/6 5' 1200'12/6 37/- 5* 1/9
51' 900' 7/. 20/6 51*1200'10/6 30/6 51*1800' 17/- SO/- 51*
l/»
7* 1200' 9/. 25/6 7* 1800'13/- 38/6 7* 2400' 21/- 61/. 7s VAll orders despatched by return.
Postage and Packing 1 /9 per order.
STARMAN TAPES, 421 Staines Road, Bedfont, Middlesex

5 Bridge Street
Richmond Surrey
FCAVE 01 948 1441 till 8 pm
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STEREO CAPACITOR MICROPHONE
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provided by the FET (which operates at a very
low drain current. It is directly coupled to the
base of the low-noise p-n-p silicon transistor
which provides voltage gain (choose high-gain
specimens) and which in turn is coupled to the
low noise emitter-follower output stage. The
p-n-p transistor is run at about 100 nA with a
fairly high value of collector load ; this means
the transistor will produce a large voltage gain
before feedback, is running at about optimum
collector current as regards noise, and is being
fed from a lower impedance than its own input
impedance at this collector current. DC
feedback and source bias are provided by
R5, which is partially decoupled at AC to
provide voltage gain from the circuit. The
source-gate voltage of the FET determines the
DC silling point of the output stage emitter.
Due to the DC feedback, this determines the
voltages around the rest of the circuit. The
voltages given in the circuit were typical with
the author's selection of C06E devices but
may well vary. The considerable AC feedback
ensures a high degree of linearity up to the
clipping point.
The HT decoupling components are included in the head amplifier to reduce the
chance of RF or noise pick-up in the leads and
to effectively earth the centre plate of the
capsule at the amplifier. In the very unlikely
event of capsule breakdown, the HT current is
limited by R7. Damage to the FET could
occur from the charge stored in C6 and C7
producing an excessive forward bias current,
as there is no isolating capacitor to protect
the FET if the capsule breaks down. Breakdown is fairly unlikely, however and there is an
equal risk with an isolating capacitor of
breaking down the gate due to excess reverse
bias, (a IM resistor in series with the capsule
centre plate would give protection, provided
it did not introduce hum pickup). On the
whole, junction FETs seem to be more rugged
than insulated-gate types. Current ones seem
to stand more in the way of maltreatment than
did earlier types. It is wise, however, to keep
the FET leads shorted until the device is
finally in circuit. Unplug the soldering iron
while making soldered connections as it has
been known for stray voltages (caused by the
insulation of the element or leads breaking
down) to damage the FET.
FIG. 8

The components C8, R8 and R9 are conveniently mounted in the battery pack where
space is less at a premium. The other components are mounted on 0.1 inch pilch Veroboard, five strips wide, with the amplifiers
staggered. Components are mounted on both
sides of the Veroboard, to make the most use
of space, and the amplifiers are insulated from
the case by two layers of Polypropylene
wrapping film. Connections are brought out
(with wire links where appropriate) to the
copper strips at one end of the component
board, and connected with fine flex, as used
for electric model racing cars, to the DIN
socket. With the exception of the 1 000 M
resistors, all other resistors are 5% 0.125 W
miniature carbon film low noise types. The
larger value capacitors are miniature Mullard
elcctrolytics. It is important that the microphone body and capsule shield be well earthed
to avoid hum and RF troubles, and the RF
spoiler capacitors must not be omitted. When
checking the DC conditions of the circuit
without the capsule connected a dummy
source (80 pF capacitor) must be connected
between the FET gate and earth, otherwise the
open circuit input picks up enough noise to
produce a clipped signal and shift the DC
conditions. With the dummy load on the
input, it should be possible to short the input
without any detectable shift in voltage at the
emitter of the BC 169. If there is a change,
either the bandwidth of the circuit is still too
high, the amplifier is in a large noise field, or—

( FIG. 7 BASIC 3-STAGE DESIGN GIVING
VOLTAGE GAIN AND LOW
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE (0UHIIIE OIIY)
WV^

outputo

and this is particularly important—the FET
gate may be 'leaky' although the leakage
current may be so small that in most other
applications it would be of no consequence.
The amplifiers must be screened by the case for
AC tests.
In the prototype, leads were made long
enough for the amplifiers to be withdrawn
completely from the case without unsoldering
the DIN socket. The capsule leads should be
as short as possible, just long enough to enable
the mike head to be detached from the case to
allow the amplifiers to be withdrawn. The
components are a tight fit and care must be
taken that they do not strip insulation as the
amplifiers are slid in and out.
Balancing
Ideally the two halves of the capsule should
have identical outputs and, using 5% or
better resistors, the amplifier gains should be
within 1 dB. However, as mentioned earlier
in the article, there may be some overall
imbalance and it is as well to measure this and
correct for it at an early stage. The simplest
way of correcting would be to incorporate a
balance control in the battery box and make a
preset adjustment after completing the microphone. However, this is likely to mean unequal
output impedances and loads on the mike
outputs (neither normally serious). Since it
seemed neater to produce a mike with equal
outputs from both channels, the author chose
instead to adjust the feedback resistor ratio
by adjusting R2 on one channel; to correct
the initial imbalance on one of the capsules to
within 0.5 dB, respective values of 680 ohms
and I K were used on the two channels.
Without access to a dead room and other
elaborate equipment, the simplest method is
to balance using white noise in a well furnished
and curtained room. The mike is placed on
the axis of, and about 60 cm back from, a
small speaker such as the Maxim which is fed
with noise. If you don't have a generator,
most detuned FM tuner provided a suitable
source of hiss. The mike is fed, via preamp if
necessary, to an expanded scale dB meter, VU
meter or valve voltmeter. The outputs of the
two channels are then compared, and adjusted as necessary. With ideal capsules,
identical results should be obtained as regards
balance, whether the mike is used with its main
axis towards the speaker or if the two sides arc
{.continued on page 195)
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Your JLocai Dealer

Your JLocai Dealer

LONDON AREA

HAMPSHIRE

AVEN

SURREY

High Fidelity
Specialists

SURREY
FARNHAM
■A* Stockiiti of all good HI-FI apparatus,
-jk Comparativa damonstrations.
■jlr Wa offer a raal aftar sales service.
■jlr Easiest of tsrms
•jlf No parking problems.

196-198 SOUTH EALING RD.,
LONDON, W.5
Tel: 01-560-0194

,

,

MjtruifOn £ ectforic9|Scu! >.<'ntito''>Lid

AND

S532 3L-ivs,

8 8DN8URY CROSS CENTRE

FORRESTER'S

SUNBDRY-ON-THAMES
Tel: Sunbury 88963

NATIONAL RADIO
SUPPLIES LTD.
70-72 HOLDENHURST ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH
HANTS

l-FI

Largest hi-fi and radio component
store in the south
Tel: 25232

MIDDLESEX

LTD

Your Tape Dealer

Lloyd & Keyworth Ltd.
THE RECORD SHOP
26-27 DOWNING STREET, FARNHAM
SURREY
Telephone : Farnhem 5S34
SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI-FI SPECIALISTS
CROYDON'S
TAPE RECORDER CENTRE
All leading makes in slock, Hi-Fi equipment, cabinels, etc. Service agents for AKAI Tape Recorders
SPflLDING ELECTRICAL LTD.,
352/354 Lower Addiscombe Road,
CROYDON.
ADDiscombe 1231/2040

HERTFORDSHIRE

SUSSEX

Stockists for all the leading makes of Tape
Equipment
207 EDGWARE ROAD, VV.2.
Tel. 01-723 3271
33 TOTTENHAM Cl. RD, W1P 9RB
Tel. 01-636 2605
109 FLEET STREET, E.C.4
Tel. 01-353 5812
152/3 FLEET STREET. E.C.4
Tel. 01-353 2833
HIGH FIDELITY AUDIO CENTRES
42-45 TOTTENHAM CT. RD, W1P 9RD
Tel. 01-580 2573
118 EDGWARE ROAD, W.2
Tel. 01-723 9789
MAIL ORDERS AND CORRESPONDENCE TO:
3-15 CAVELL ST., LONDON El 2BN
Tel. 01-790 4821

WATFORD
High Fidelity Centre
at RADIOLUX Ltd.
36 WOODLANDS PARADE, HIGH ST.
WATFORD (opposite the pond)
WATFORD 29734,41029
If IPS GOOD — W£ STOCK IT •
Demonstrations in our Stereo Theatre. Also homo
demonstrations with no obligation.

TAPE RECORDER HI-FI CENTRE
(SHEEN) LTD
SPECIALISTS IN TAPE RECORDERS. ACCESSORIES.
HI-FI EQUIPMENT
YOUR CENTRE FOR FRIENDLY HELP. SALES AND
SERVICE
3 « 4 STATION PARADE. Open until 8 p.m. on Fridoys
SHEEN LANE, SHEEN,
PROSPECT 0985
LONDON, $,W,I4
Opposite Mortlake Station, S.R.

LANCASHIRE

CHESHIRE
the hi-fi & Tape Recorder Centre . . .
Main BANG & OLUFSEN dealer—SONY centre.
Also Ferrograph, Tandberg, Revox, Akal, Sanyo,
National, Telefunken, Grundig, Uher, Philips. Also
every other good make.
^ Expert •taff # Advice _ Part exchange
_ Home Dems # Comparator Dems # Car
park # New hi-fi Studio # Beat range in the
North # Many used bargaina
the hi-fi Centre . . •
GREEN LANE. WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE
For personal attention ring Wilmslow 22112 or 24766 and
ask for Mr. Bird or write or call for free /NTRODL/CTORY
VOUCHER.
Closed Wednesday I p.m.
DEVON
THE SOUTH WEST
Tom Molland Ltd.
Invite you to visit their well-equipped
Demonstration Theatre and compare all
the leading makes of Hi-Fi and Tape
Equipment at
110 CORNWALL STREET,PLYMOUTH
Telephone 69285
Immediate delivery to ALL Areas

BOLTON

A UNIQUE HI-FI SERVICE
BOWERS W1LK1XS
Becket Buildings, Llttlehampton Rd.
WORTHING Tel. 64141
WARWICKSHIRE

Specialists in
High Fidelity Sound

H.D.KIRK
ua
203 St. George's Road
Phone 23093
r,^1
BOLTON

BIRMINGHAM

—

SOLIHULL

For the best in equipment visit
C.H. (HIGH FIDELITY) LTD
14-15 Suffolk St.,
12 Drury Lane
Ringway,
SOLIHULL
BIRMINGHAM! Bl ILT
WARWICKSHIRE
021-643 2998
021-705-7999
Demonstrations by appointment

THE STEREO CENTRE
Recorders of Excellence
Tandberg Professional Agent
CONSULT GEORGE WEST —TAPE SPECIALIST
HFDA MEMBER ■ CAR PARK AT REAR -CLOSED TUESDAY
J. SMITH & SON
184 THE ROCK, BURY. 061-764-1242

GRIFFIN RADIO LTD
(the high fidelity people)
Fully comprehensive stocks and
advisory service for
Monaural and Stereophonic High Fidelity,
Radio, Tape and Disc Equipment
94 BRISTOL STREET 021-643 0862
BIRMINGHAM 5
021-692 13S9

ST. HELENS'

BIRMINGHAM
TAPE RECORDER CENTRE

Harold Stott Ltd
Audio Enginaen
Stockists of all leading makes of Hi-Fi Equipment.
Appointed sole agents for: Revox. KEF, B & O, Quad,
Sanyo, Sony, Sansui, Dynatron, Hacker, Tandberg,
Armstrong, B. & W., etc. etc.
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All leading makes
Demonstrations with pleasure
VEHICLE & GENERAL HOUSE
Tel.
HURST STREET
021-622-2323/4
BIRMINGHAM 5

equipment
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this reason, and also because of the high price
of nickel, it is not cheap, normally costing
about £2 per 30 cm'of 50 am material thick and
proportionately more for greater thicknesses,
available to special order.
Telcon have submitted several samples for
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION. Mu- assessment, and a number of experiments were
melal foil lor magnetic and electrostatic screening. carried out to prove how useful the material
Supplied in 3.63 m rolls of 152 mm width
and can be, particularly to the recording engineer.
50 um thickness. Price: £2 per 30 cm2 50 um.
I had always heard that a reasonable thickMANUFACTURER: Tclcon Metals Ltd, ness of Mu-metal was necessary to get adequate
Manor Royal, Crawloy, Sussex.
magnetic screening, and a thickness of only
50 gm seemed almost ridiculous.
A 500 gH unscreened air cored loudspeaker
crossover inductance was soldered to two pins
FOR a few decades the remarkable proper- of a screened DIN socket mounted at the end
ties of Mu-metal (or permalloy as it was of an Eddyslone die cast box. A screened lockoriginally named by its discoverer, G. W. Elmen ing DIN plug and cable carried the output
of the Bell Telephone Company in the US) have from the coil to the input socket of a B & K
encouraged its use in applications where a sub- spectrometer with the chassis of the Eddystone
stance of extremely high permeability has been box connected to the screen of the cable. A 2.5
required. Elmen in fact discovered the material mH air cored choke of very heavy gauge wire
when looking for a high permeability core and of 76 mm diameter was connected via a
material for use with loading coils in telephone variable resistance to the 6 V secondary of a
circuits. Permalloy allowed the size of the heavy duty mains transformer, and a current
loading coil to be considerably reduced, origi- of approximately 3 A was allowed to pass. The
nally by two thirds, and now to only a fraction Eddystone box was held vertically with its coil
of the original. The alloy contains approxi- at a carefully controlled distance above the 76
mately 79% nickel, 20% iron and 1 % various mm coil and the output measured on the B & K
other elements, and has the remarkable prop- meter. A Telshield cylinder 152 mm long and
erly of screening very effectively magnetic in- 90 mm in diameter was then held round the
duction. It is necessary to anneal the metal at box, and the output of the coil was reduced by
a high temperature, so screening cans or as much as 27 dB. Winding a second layer of
shields have to be formed and drilled before Telshield around the cylinder improved the
this process. Bending, drilling or imparting screening by only a further 3 dB, showing that
any severe shock seriously diminishes the mag- the remaining magnetic induction probably
netic properties, which makes the material leaked from the ends of the cylinder.
The effect of Telshield was then tried round
difficult to use for small production runs.
For some time Telcon Metals of Crawley, a tape recorder replay head that had previously
Sussex, has been developing an interesting form picked up a rather high hum field since it did
of Mu-metal known as Telshield which appears not have a Mu-metal screen. Making a dog
to be the electronic engineer's dream in that it kennel structure over the head, ensuring that
can be used very easily by carefully bending it no corner had a radius of less than 6 mm or so,
around the circuits or components to be gave a considerable hum reduction, although
screened. The material is normally supplied in perfection was only achieved when a further
rolls containing 3.63 m of 152 mm width, and piece of Mu-metal was held in front of the
only 50 gm thickness. Because it is so thin it gaps.
The manufacturer claims that Telshield may
can be bent carefully without destroying much
of the magnetic property, although its manu- be cut with scissors, and can also have holes
facture is difficult in that it has to be cold rolled, punched in it with a decrease of magnetic perwhich of course lakes a considerable time. For formance only around the area of the cut or
TELCON
TELSHIELD

STEREO CAPACITOR MICROPHONE
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turned alternately to the speaker; if there is
a marked difference, the capsule is unlikely
to be really suitable for stereo, though it is
worth experimenting further (possibly with
a compromise balance) if the difference is
small.
Noise is used rather than tone as it gets
round the problem of reflections and standing

waves in a room fairly neatly. A further check
could be made using bands of filtered noise, if
suitable equipment is available. Given a reference mike, the frequency response can also be
conveniently measured using third-octave bands
of filtered noise. For most people, obtaining
a balance will be enough since there will not
be a great deal they can do about the frequency
response.
Provided the capsule is carefully made and
its housing does not introduce serious resonances, the frequency response of the mike
195

hole. On the other hand, I find that dropping a
piece of Telshield on a hard floor or allowing
the material to become kinked, seriously
reduced the magnetic properties.
The inadequacy of magnetic screening
around gram motors has often worried me and
it would seem possible to reduce the hum field
greatly by using Telshield on the motor board.
We made two semi-circles of Telshield into a
turntable mat and found that the hum fell by
approximately 8 dB near the centre of the turntable which already had a pretty low hum field,
namely the Thorens TD 725. Because of the
shape of the haphazardly cut segments, however, a very slight variation in induction was
noticeable as a join went under the pickup. A
Mu-metal turntable mat would therefore be a
worthwhile manufacturing proposition.
The use of bias rejection coils in tape replay
amplifiers is fairly common. For applications
such as this, Telshield proves very suitable in
that it can be easily stuck into position lining
a very small Eddystone die-cast box in which
the coils can be connected in series with the
replay head output leads. Normally it is almost
impossible to get away with rejection coils in
this part of the circuit. It is also possible to
stick Telshield to plastic sheeting and envelope
a troublesome mains transformer, dramatically
reducing the external field. The extraordinarily
high peak permeability of 50 000 for the material of course is reduced as the radius of a
Telshield cylinder is decreased, but little harm
is done to the material with cylinders made to
as little as 40 mm radius. The material can
also be spot-welded although, in the neighbourhood of the spot, the magnetic properties
will be diminished. Telshield is available under
a different brand name in the US but should
not be confused with another product being
offered, a copper impregnated adhesive tape
which has very different electrical and magnetic properties.
Telcon, incidentally, is apparently the largest
user of nickel in Britain, and can supply Mumetal screens, pots and cans to any shape
required.
1 would like to see Telshield made easily
available to the public by inclusion in such
useful catalogues as Radiosparcs and Tape
Recorder Spares.
Angus MeKenzie

should be comparable with many studio
designs. The HF resonance (inevitable) is
well damped and not obtrusive, the transient
response is excellent and coloration minimal.
The design is prone to rumble, however, in
common with many cardioids. Apart from
suspending the mike resiliently, it is worth
limiting the LF response by either using a lower
value of gate-leak resistor than the 1 000 M
or reducing C1 to 16 or 25 aF, thereby increasing the feedback at low audio frequencies
—or both.

Four JLocat Dealer
G LASG O W
Scotland's Leading Tape Recorder. Hi-Fi and cassette
recording experts
G. H. STEELE LTD.
YOUR MAIN BANG & OLUFSEN DEALER
Separate demonttration room concainins the complete
B. & O. ranje of Hi-Fi and recording equipment.
Agents for: Armstrong. Leak, Quad, B & O, Gbldring,
Garrard, Thorens. Goodmans, Wharfedale, Philips.
Sony, Revox, Tandbcrg. Ferrograph, Akai, Uhcr,
Sansui, Sonab, Dual, Sanyo.
CREDIT TERMS—PART EXCHANGES
Repairaand Servicing
Tel. 041-332 7124
141 St Georges Road, Glasgow C3
AN ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION TO

COSTS
4-20 Australian Dollars
130
Austrian Schillings
298-50 Belgian Francs
29-65 Brazilian Cruzeiro
5-15 Canadian Dollars
37 -60 Danish Krone
18-00 Dutch Guilders
27-70 French Francs
18-00 German Marks
179 -84 Greek Drachma
3 120 Italian Lire
I 800 Japanese Yen
70-00 Mexican Peso
42-96 Norwegian Krone
171 -37 Portuguese Escudos
4-29 South African Rand
350
Spanish Pesetas
31 -08 Swedish Kronor
26-00 Swiss Francs
5 -00 U.S. Dollars
...and. in the UK, £1 -80
Please send STUDIO SOUND for ....
months, commencing with the
Issue. I enclose remittance
Name
Address

Link House Publications Ltd,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA

A HIGH QUALITY MIXER CONTINUED

gain, low-current device—like the 2N930,
BCI69, 2N3391A, and many others. The
BCXOS can be replaced by BC16S, or 2N2926,
out the normal monitor feed and substitute The only point to watch is that the lead
only the signal present in the selected channel, configuration may change from device to
either before or after the channel fader. The device. The IN9U diode is a general purpose
switch is often a biased pushbutton type; silicon diode, and SA200 or similar types can be
press to hear, release to normal. Fig. 87 shows used here.
how.
What wattage are the resistors used in the
For how long will printed circuits be available? circuits?
Until publication of this series of articles
In all cases save one, 250 mW types are
starting in June 1970, I was still receiving satisfactory; in many cases 125 mW will do.
requests for boards for the 1964 design. The exception is the current trip in the power
Slocks now kept are small so delivery is exten- supply which should be calculated as P=l'R,
ded—but they will be still available.
Five per cent types are the best to use, and
Would it be possible to produce a printed carbon film types are now the most common
circuit panel for the IS dBjoctave filter (fig. 62)? available resistors. The Iskra, Piher or Beyslag
In the face of many such requests, 1 have ranges are ideal. In the microphone amplifier,
managed to use the same filter card (ref. 122) metal oxide resistors can be used for Rl, R3,
for all three filters (figs. 51-53). If you can find and R7 to 11 if the ultimate in noise perforthree ganged potentiometers it can even be mance is required.
made variable.
This list represents the more common
What is the output impedance of the plug-in questions I have been asked, but it is by no
front pane! amplifiers?
means exhaustive. I am still receiving queries
It varies from unit to unit, with 4.7 K as the about the 1964 design, so I am resigned to
highest value (fig. 23) and very low as the lowest problems cropping up in 1975 on this one!
(fig. 27). In general it is the value of the
Next month will be the final part and will
collector resistor when the output is taken from tidy up any loose ends which may come to
the collector, lowered if there is any feedback light. It will also show how some readers have
taken from the collector; e.g. in fig. 28 the interpreted the concept, with photos showing
output impedance is considerably lower than their versions of the mixer.
4.7 K. In all cases, however, quite long leads
can be taken from the breakjack outputs to
external circuits.
FIG. 88 LINEAR HOME-MADE FADER
What type of coils are used in the tone
control, the film industry filter, and the notch
|
1 KKOB K1«S 0* VERY SUSHF RtOIIS
filler?
All circuits use the same inductor, 18 mm
Mullard coil LA2500. The assembly comprises
RACK
the ferrite pot core LA2S00, with former
PIK
DT2I7S, clip assembly DT2399, and mounting
LIU*
its™
board DT23S9. (Note slight difference in
POT
number from those given in Part Three, page
PINIOR OK POT SHAFT
350, which refer to older parts now superPIVOT
seded.) The number of lums for a given
inductance can be calculated from the formula
n=62.5 VL where L is inductance of coil in
mitliHenries. It is important to fill the former
well to preserve a good Q, and the following COMPONENT SUPPLIES
table gives typical numbers of turns for the Printed circuit ref. 213 30p \from the author, c/o
Filler card ref.
222 30p JLInk House. Cheques
former.
etc. should not be
swg wire
typical turns
made out to Link
200
32
House.
Transformers
400
36
BBC mike amp (fig- 22) Type 3128 £2.50 each
1000
40
IC mike amp (fig. 84)
TypeS/OS £2.85 each
44
2 000
Output transformer for IC or discrete component
46
3 000
amp (figs. 34 and 82)
50
16 000
Type 3057 £3.40 each
The range of coil adjustment using the core from E. A. Sowler Ltd, 7 Dedham Place, Fore Street,
Ipswich.
Suffolk.
Prices
are
for one off (discounts
provided is about ±8%.
quantity), Including UK postage. 708 Integrated
Is it possible to make linear slider faders in a for
each, from Quarndon Electronics Ltd, Slack
similar manner to the quadrant types described? circuit,
Lane, Derby DE3 3ED. Texas Instruments type
For the answer to this I am indebted to Mr SN72709 N 701d each, postage extra. £1.50 minimum
Brian Algar who has sent me a detailed set of order.
drawings showing how he approached and Mullard coll parts:
LA2S00 30p
solved this problem (fig. 88). The arm still coil and adluster
DT2I78 Zip
moves in a radius but it is only slight. For former
DT2399 tip
a 75 mm travel the centre rise of the knob is clip assembly
DT2359 2p
board
less than 4 mm, which is not too noticeable. mounting
Postage extra. Minimum order 10 off, from Sasco
Suitable gears can be obtained from the same
Ltd, PO Box 2 000, Crawley, Sussex.
source as the prototype gears.
For smaller quantities Henry's Radio may bo able
Are there any alternative transistors or
to help with near equivalents. Henrys Radio Ltd,
diodes which can be used?
303 Edgware Road, London W2,
None of the transistors has any special Gears and rack system: S. H. Muffet Ltd, Mount
requirement; the BC103 is a low-noise, high- Ephrelm Works,.Tunbridge Wells, KenL
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STUDIO FACILITIES (cont.)
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 4r per word (private), minimum 40p. Box
Nos. 15p extra. Trade rates 6p per word; minimum 60o, Box Nos. 20p extra. Copy and remittance for
advertisements in MAY 1971 issue must reach these offices by 15th APRIL 1971 addressed to : The
Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Cicyc'on CR9 2TA.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertise mem Manager, Studio Scur.d. Link House. Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. guoled on the outside of the envelope. The district alter Box
No. indicates its locality.

SITUATIONS VACANT
VACANCIES EXIST
due to faccory expansion for young men with
ENGINEERING
experience in che production of domestic and
industrial tape recorders.
Apply to:
Magnetic Tapes Ltd., Chilton Works,
Gordon Road, Richmond, Surrey
Tel. 01-876 7957

FOR SALE—TRADE (cont.)
WEM Audio Master five channel mixer.
Studio quality with, comprehensive tone
control and presence, reverb and monitoring,
metering and output facilities. Stabilised
internal supply. Two inputs per channel, high
and low. Six months guarantee remaining.
£150 with carrying case. Studio 10), Phone:
01-836 0248.

EDEN STUDIOS LTD.
Word's goctmg around that the Studio that's having
great success with its own recorded productions,
also has a particularly fine pressing and disc cutting
service. Please write or phone for leaflet.
II EDEN ST., KINGSTON, SURREY
01-546-5577
Graham Clark Records. Tape to disc pressings. P. F. A. House, 182A Station Road,
Addlcslonc, Weybridge, Surrey. Tel. Weybridge 43367.
In the centre of Birmingham you'll find Zella
Recording Studios. Custom Record Pressing,
Mobile Recording Unit. Zella Records(B'ham)
Ltd.. 32 Bristol Street, Birmingham 5. Tel.
021-622-2681.
CASSETTE COPYING
COMPLETE COPYING SERVICE
Quotations given for any amount. For
details contact:
MOOD PROJECTS LIMITED
3 Cumberland Walk, Tunbridge Wells,
Kent.
Phone (0892) 29274

FOR SALE—PRIVATE
SITUATIONS WANTED
YounR man (23) with recording and management experience seeks interesting post in the
audio field. Resides Kent. Box No. 597 (Kent).
FOR SALE-TRADE
UNIMIXER 4S
Mixing unit for professionals in studio and on
location. (I stereo pair and 2 pan controlled mics.)
Any input imp. 2S-600 ohms. S/n ratio greater
than 55 d8 with an input signal of 180 |XV at
200 ohms or 70 {AV at 30 ohms. Individual test
certificate. Price £45. Recent reviews from leading
hi-fi magazines available on request from:
SOUNDEX LTD.
18 Blenheim Road. London, W.4. Te/. 01-995 1661
Copyright Free Sound Effects Discs. 7" E.P's
and 12' L.P's. Catalogue from Rapid Recording Services, 21 Bishops Close, London, E.17.
Lancashire. Tandberg. Ferrograph Tape
Recorders, etc. Plus over 10.000 high fidelity
systems. After-sales service. Holdings PhotoAudio Centre, 39-41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn
BBA 2AF. Tel. 59595/6.
Microphones, headphones, accessories, discounts. Write for a quotation. Central
Scotland Audio, 6a-I2a Canal Street, Falkirk,
Stirlingshire.
Bulk Erasers. Will erase up to Sjin. tapes
including cassettes. £2.13 each, postage I3p.
Clement Wain Ltd., Newcastle, StalTordshire.
If quality matters consult first our 75-page
illustrated Hi-fi catalogue with technical specifications (33p). Members enjoy unbiased
advisory service, preferential terms. Membership 3Xp (7/6). Our associates also manufacture
records from your own tapes, or record the
Master at our studios (Steinwav Grand) Bulk
terms for choirs, fund-raising. Please specify
requirements. Audio Supply Association. 18
Blenheim Road, London W.4. Tel : 01-995
1661.

Mixer 2 mic. 3 line channels £130. Bell &
Howell 640 16mm projector mag. rec/replay
optical £95. Sunbury on Thames 87108.
STUDIO FACILITIES
| _ji_ I recording and
LmjDJ transcription service
Vinyl pressings and acetate demodiscs. Limiting,
compression and equalisation facilities; high undistorted cutting levels with feedback cutter heads.
Booklet available.
10 LOWER ROAD. COOEHAM RISE,
MAIDENHEAD, BERKS.
Tel. Boome End 22231
Member A-P.R.S.
Your tapes to disc. 7in. 45—£1.50. lOin.
L.P. £3.50 I2in. L.P. £4.00. 4-day postal
service. Masters and Vinylitc pressings. Top
professional quality. S.A.E. photo leaflet:
Deroy Studios. High Bank, Hawk Street.
Camrorlh, Lanes.
Studio Sound Recording Studios. Recording
and disc transcription service. Latest high-level
culling techniques. Mono and stereo records.
Exceptional quality obtained from amateur
recordings. Members A.P.R.S., 31-36 Hermitage Road, Hiichin, Hens. Telephone Hitchin
4537.
County Recording Service. Send your tape
for transfer to disc to the people who care
about quality. Full lime disc recording
engineers, using modern cutting techniques.
Telephone Bracknell 4935. London Road,
Binfield, Bracknell, Berkshire.
Fanfare Records. Tape - disc pressings,
demo's, masters, any quantity. Studio/mobile.
Neumann disc cutler. S.A.E. brochure. 1
Broomfield Close. Rydes Hill, Guildford.
Telephone 0483-61684.
Pressing Specialists, stereo or mono discs
manufaciurcd from your own tapes. Mobile
recording service. North Surrey Recording
Co., 59 Hilllield Avenue, Morden, Surrey,
J & B Recordings. Tape lo disc—laicsi high
level disc cutting, all speeds. Mastering pressings, studio, mobile. 14 Willows Avenue,
Morden, Surrey. MITcham 9952.
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MISCELLANEOUS
Tape Recorder Repairs by Specialists. The
Tape Recorder Centre, 82 High Holborn,
London, W.C.I.
Dictating and Audio Service Ltd., 5 Coptic
Street. London, W.C.I (near the British
Museum). Telephone 636-6314/5. Authorised
Service Agents. Grundig, Philips and other
leading makes of Tape Recording equipment
repaired lo Manufacturers'standards by skilled
staff using modern test equipment — audio
generators, oscilloscopes, audio volt - meters,
etc.
Repairs. Our modern service department,
equipped with the latest test equipment including a wow and flutter meter and multiplex
stereo signal generator, is able to repair Hi-Fi
and Tape Recording equipment to manufacturers' standards. Telesonic Ltd., 92 Tottenham
Court Road. London W.I, Tel. 01-387-7467.
Audio Annual 1971 is on sale now price
40p (8s). Features include : Cassettes and
the future of commercial recording ; Simulating concert halls in the lab; Electronic
music ; and a valuable section of equipment
reviews reprinted from Hi-Fi News and
Studio Sound. If you lake sound reproduction
and recording seriously, do gel the AUDIO
ANNUAL 1971. From bookstalls or post
free from Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA.

WANTED
Lee Electronics. The Tape Recorder and
Hi-Fi Specialists wish to purchase good quality
Tape and Hi-Fi equipment for cash. 400
Edgware Road, W.2. Phone PAD 5521.
Highest cash prices for tape recorders
9.30 - 5. Immediate quotations. 01-472-2185.
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D
Again - by popular request - we have
devoted a big section to reprints of equipment reviews which have appeared in Hi-Fi
News and Studio Sound over the past year.
These reviews have a well-deserved
reputation for reliability and they are sure
to be of lasting interest. In addition, there
are feature articles on:
9 Cassettes and the future of commercial
recording
0 Simulating concert halls in the laboratory
9 Electronic music — a composer's approach
9 Auditory apparatus—how our ears work
9 What is good recorded sound ?
9 Developments in quadraphony

Leevers-Rich Equipment Ltd.

146

Millbank Electronics Ltd.

174

R.E.W. Ltd.
Revox
Richardson, J., Electronics Ltd. ..

180
200
176

Sansui Electric Co. Ltd
Scopetronics Ltd
Sharp Electronics (U.K.) Ltd.
Sony (U.K.) Ltd
Sound '71 International ..
Starman Tapes

186
148
182
178
174
192

T.B. Technical Ltd.

168

Vortexion Ltd

150

Audio Annual 1971 is a publication of
absorbing interest to everyone who takes
sound reproduction and recording seriously.
From newsagents and bookstalls, or post-free
from Link House, Dlngwall Avenue, Croydon, CHS 2TA.
A Link House Group Publication

Walker, N
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COM.

commr
Hi-Fi DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES
• All items offered are brand new. latest models in manufacturers' sealed cartons. Fully guaranteed with after-sales service.
• Over 1000 items in stock.Complete Free priceliston request
Rec Retail Comet
Price Price
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
ARMSTRONG 521
56-00 44-50
•DULCI207
25-00 17-00
OULCI207M
30-00 2100
FERROGRAPH F307
59-00 48-00
GOODMANS Maxamp
54-00 38-00
LEAK Stereo 30 Plua
56-50 44-75
LEAK Stereo 30 Plus, in tojk ease... 62-50 49-50
LEAK Stereo 70
69-00 55-00
LEAK Stereo 70, in teak case ... 75-00 59-50
• LINEAR LT 66
21-00 17-00
METROSOUND ST20
36 00 28 00
PHILIPS RH 591
76-75 59 00
PHILIPS RH 590
51-75 39-50
PHILIPS RH 580
28-00 22 00
PIONEER SA500
62-10 43-00
PIONEER SA700
93-00 70-00
PIONEER SA900
134-10 97-00
PIONEER Reverberation
45-50 33-00
ROGERS Ravensbourne
59-50 47-00
ROGERS Ravensbourne (cased) ... 64-00 50-00
ROGERSRavensbrookMk.il ... 47-50 38 00
ROGERS Ravensbrook (cased) Mk. 11 52-50 42-00
SINCLAIR 2000
30-45 23 00
SINCLAIR PROJECT 60I2-X Z30
PZ5
23-90 17-00
SINCLAIR PROJECT 6012 x Z50
PZ8 trans.
32-88 23-50
SINCLAIR Neoteric
61-95 46 00
SINCLAIR 3000
45-00 36-00
TELETON 203E
28-75 20-00
TELETON GA 101 30w RMS ... 37-50 28 50
VOLTEX 100 w. Stereo Discotheque, eight electronically
mixed inputs
... 185-00 139-00
Starred items above take ceramic cartridges only.
All others take both ceramic and magnetic cartridges.
TUNERS
• ARMSTRONG 523 AM FM
... 53-76
• ARMSTRONG 524 FM
41-89
ARMSTRONG M8 Decoder
... 9-50
• DULC1 FMT. 7 FM
22-05
DULCI FMT. 7S Stereo
31-00
GOODMANS Steromax
82-52
LEAK Stereofetic Chassis
66-50
LEAK Stereofedc in teak case ... 72-50
PHILIPS RH 690
44-50
PHILIPS RH 691
89-00
PIONEER TX500 AM FM
77-94
PIONEER TX900 AM FM
153-69
ROGERS Ravensbourne
61-89
ROGERS Ravensbrook
45-01
ROGERS Ravensbrook (cased) ... 51-26
• SINCLAIR2000
26-73
SINCLAIR Project 60
25-00
TELETON GT 101
45-50
TELETON 20IX FM
36-00
All above Tuners are complete with MPX
Decoder except where starred.

45-00
35-00
8-00
18-00
25-25
49-95
52 00
59-00
35-50
75-50
64-00
125-00
50-00
40-00
43-00
19-25
2100
34-00
30-00
Stereo

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
AKAI6600
ARENA R500
ARENA 2400
ARENA 2600 Stereo AM FM
ARENA 2700
ARENA T1500F
ARENA T9000
ARMSTRONG M8 Decoder
ARMSTRONG 525
ARMSTRONG 526
GOODMANS 3000
• PHILIPS RH 781
PHILIPS RH 790
PIONEER KX330 AM FM SW
PIONEER SX770 AM FM
PIONEER SX990 AM FM

112 00
67-00
72-00
94 00
85-00
60-00
258-00
8-00
77-00
87-00
53-00
55-00
109-00
63-00
126-00
150-00

142-53
82-00
90-30
... 111-30
105-00
72-45
303-45
... 9-50
91-89
104-71
77-73
74-98
135-00
... 78-62
160-43
194-74

Open Daily to the public from 9 a.m. Closed Tuesday 1 p.m.
Mon. & Sat. 5-30 p.m. Open until 8 p.m. Wednesday, Thursday & Friday.
Rec Retail Comet
Price Price
Service Depote
COMET for
SPEAKERS
at Leede, Goolc,
Wakefield,
after-sales
ARENA
HT
16
13-00 10 95
Doncaster,
B & W Model 70
00
139-50 IIS
service
Hull and
53 00
B
&
W
DM3
63-00
Throughout the U.K.
Bridlington
B&WDMI
32 00 25 50
CELESTION Dicton 120 ...
24-00 18 CO
29-00 23 00
CELESTION Dicton 15
Rec Retail Comet
59-85 47 00
CELESTION
Dicton
25
Price Price
19-00
22-45
GOODMANS Minister
• TELETON F2000
51-50 32 00
GOODMANS
Magistcr
57-00 45-00
TELETON 7AT20
105-00 80-00
16-75
20-39
GOODMANS
Maxim
TELETON lOATI I50w. RMS. ... 160-00 109-00 GOODMANS Mczao 3
30-90 23-90
•TELETON TFS50
75-50 56-00 GOODMANS Magnum K2...
29-90
40-10
•TELETON R.0000 with Speakers
63 25 50 00
29-00 21-50
KEF Celeste
TELETON CR55
120 00 95-00
KEF Concord
43-50 33-00
WHARFEDALE 100.1
131-25 105-00
53-50 42 00
KEF Concerto
KEF Cresta
22-17 18 00
Scarred items above take ceramic cartridges only.
KELETRON KN 654 3 3 speaker
All others take both ceramic and magnetic cartridges.
system (pair)
19-00 14 97
All the above Tuners and Tuner Amplifiers include
KELETRON KN 824 3 3 speaker
MPX Stereo Decoder with the exception of Armsystem (pair)
18 97
23-00
strong where decoder is extra as listed.
KELETRON KN 104 3 3 speaker
system
16-75 12-97
KELETRON KN 123 3 3 speaker
PICKUP ARMS
system
18-75 15-97
COLORING Lcnco L75
12-33 10-50
KELETRON KN 120 4 4 speaker
24-50 18 97
COLORING Lenco L69
9 29 7-00
system
24-95 17 90
SME 3009 with S2 Shell
31-31 26-00
LEAK 200 ...
LEAK 300 ...
32-50 23-SO
SME 3012 with S2 Shell
33-36 29 00
49-50 36 90
LEAK 600 ...
LOWTHER Acousta (with PM6) ... 45-50 38-50
LOWTHER Acousta (with PM7) ... 53 00 46-00
TURNTABLES
LOWTHER Ideal Baffle
35-50 30-00
METROSOUND HFS 20
18 50 13 50
PHILIPS RH48I
11-00 9 25
GARRARD SP25. fully wired with Goldring G800
15-00
PHILIPS
RH482
18-00
Magnetic Cartridge. Complete with base
SINCLAIR QI6
8-98 8-00
plinth and cover—Special. 20.98
STE-MA 275 3 speaker system ... 23-10 15-00
WHARFEDALE Speakers.
Airdale
69-50 56-00
15-90
Dcncon ... ... ... ... 19-95 20-50
DUAL 1219 transcription
60-40 50-00
Super Lincon
24-95 25-50
DUAL 1209 transcription ... ... 42-62 35-00
Melton
32-50
GARRARD SP25 Mk III
16-45 11-90
Dovedalc 3
42-50 32-50
GARRARD SL65B
21-25 15 90
Roscdale ... ... ... ... 65-00 52-50
GARRARD SL75B
38-95 28 50
Tricon
(pair)
...
...
...
59-90 46 90
GARRARD SL95 B
53-27 38 50 Unit 3 Speaker Kic
50
... 13-00 10
GARRARD 401
38-07 29 50 Unit 4 Speaker Kit
18-00 14 25
GARRARD SL72B
32-77 26 90 Unit 5 Speaker Kic
26-00 20-50
GARRARD 3500, with GKS Cartridge
17-23 12-90
Base and Cover to fit GARRARD
SP25. SL55. SL65B and 3500
...Special 4-00
TAPE RECORDERS AND TAPE DECKS
GARRARD 40B
13-84 10-97
X20OD
190.00 160.00
GARRARD AP76
28-88 21-50 AKAI
AKAI
ISOOSd
199-42 167-00
GOLDRING 705/P with 850 CartAKAI 17102
89-85 69-95
ridge and Cover
26-00 23-90 AKAI
CR808-track
stereo
recorder
115-03 99-98
GOLDRING GL69 Mk. M
26-63 22-50
AKAI CR80D 8-track stereo tape
GOLDRING GL69 P Mk. II
... 35-14 29-50
deck
95-00 79-98
GOLDRING GL75
36-41 33-90
4-track Stereo
124-90 99 95
COLORING GL75 P
46-94 41-90 AKAI 4000
4000 D 4-crack Stereo deck
89-96 70-00
GOLDRING Covers for 69P and 7SP 4-21 3-50 AKAI
FERGUSON 3246 4.track
43-00 34-00
GOLDRING C99—plinth and cover
FERROGRAPH 722
242-54 202 00
for G99
11-45 9-90
FERROGRAPH
702/W
2
track
tape
GOLDRING G99
26-00 23-90
deck
207-35 168-00
GOODMANS 3025
37-74 26-90
FERROGRAPH 704/W 4 track tape
McDonald mp 60
15-75 12-25
deck
207-35 168-00
McDonald 6io
2000 15-90 GRUNDIG
TK 121 (Twin-track) ... 56-85 44-00
Base and Cover for McDONALD
MP60 and 610
Special 4-50 GRUNDIG TK 149 4-crack
57-63 48 00
PHILIPS 228
20-00 17-00 PHILIPS 2202
29-90 24-00
PHILIPS GA 146
31-50 25-00 PHILIPS 2205 Cassette Tape rePHILIPS 217
33-00 28 00
corder
43-15 34-98
PHILIPS 202 Electronic
69-00 57-50 PHILIPS
4407 4-crack stereo rePIONEER PLI2A
50-90 39-95
corder
110-00
8998
PIONEER PLII
57-90 39-00 PHILIPS 4500 4-Track Stereo Tape
THORENS TX 25 cover
8-22 6-53
Deck
126-00
99
00
THORENS TDI25
75-89 62-00
4408 4.Track Stereo
... 139-00 109 00
THORENS TDI50A Mk. II
... 43-63 33-00 PHILIPS
TOSHIBA
GT
840
S
110-00
69-95
THORENS TDI25AB
120-20 100-00
THORENS TDI50AB Mk. II
... 47-43 41-00 TOSHIBA GT 601 v Twin Track ... 45-15 25-95
94-00 60-00
THORENS TX 11 Cover
4*11 3-75 TOSHIBA 850 SA

COMET Hi-Fi DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES
Dept.SS Reservoir Road.Clough Road, Hull HU6 7QD. I'd ISrl??
Customers are welcome to call personally,
or DeptSS 68A Armlev Rd. (Artist St.) Leeds LS12 2EF. SlSSaKSU«, JSi" !'srki"6 faoilitles
or Dept. SS, Teesway, Portrack Lane, Stockton-on-Tees, KTSI8 2RH.
Tel. 66132/65215 (5 lines)
Comet guarantees that all prices quoted are genuine. All items offered available at these prices at the time this issue closed for press. , Add 75p for pose, packing and
insurance on all orders (Cartridges 20p) or, if Securicor delivery required, add £1 -50 only. Make cheques. Money Orders payable to "COMET".

FYDU DO ANYTHING

WITH 141APE.YOU

CANDOUBETTtR
Automated broadcast operations
Scientific analysis
location mastering
or time changing
Audio tape quality control
Electronic music synthesis
WITHREVQH
Noise analysis
Film synchronization
Radio telescopy
Language laboratory
Machine tool control
Phonetic analysis
Radio telemetry
Industrial research
Information retrieval
Electrocardiography
Making calibration tapes
Tape mastering with INSYNC
Data storage from digital computers

And that's a simple statement of fact.
perform some unusual and highly
From the moment it was introduced, prestigious jobs in government and
industry. The kinds of jobs that require
the Revox A77 was hailed as a
recording instrument of unique quality a high order of accuracy and extreme
and outstanding performance. The
reliability.
magazines were unanimous in their
Take NATO (the North Atlantic
praise. Stereo Review summed it all up Treaty Organization) for example.
by saying, "We have never seen a
When they wanted a machine to standrecorder that could match the perform- ardize on, a machine that would lend
ance of the Revox A77 in all respects,
itself to use in a wide variety of circumand very few that even come close."
stances, and most importantly, a
So much for critical opinion.
machine that was simple to use, the
Of equal significance, is the fact that logical choice was the Revox A77.
Or take the governmental agency
the Revox A77 rapidly found its way
that wanted an unfailingly reliable tape
into many professional recording
machine to register and record
studios.
But what really fascinates us, is that satellite bleeps. The choice? Revox.
Or the medical centers that use
the A77 has been singled out to
REVOX
DELIVERS

specially adapted A77's for electrocardiograph ic recording.
We could go on and on (see accompanying list), but by now you probably
get the point.
No other
tape machine combines
the multi-functioned practicability,
unfailing reliability, and outstanding
performance of a Revox.
If you have a special recording
problem that involves the use of 'A"
tape, write to us. We'll be happy to
help you with it.
And if all you want is the best and
most versatile recorder for home use,
we'll be glad to tell you more about
that too.

Revox at Lamb House Church Street Chiswick London W42PB
Telephone 01-995 4551
Revox Corporation 155 Michael Drive Syosset N.Y. 11791
THE REST
1721 Highland Avenue Hollywood Calif 90028
ONLY PROMISE. Tri-tei Associates Ltd Toronto Canada

